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INTRODUCTION

by
EDGAR D. MOUNTAIN

In 1946 the newly-formed National Council for Social Research
decided to sponsor a study of the social conditions of the Keiskammahoek District as a sample Native rural area, and Professor R. L.
Robb was appointed Director. He had devoted a lifetime to agricultural
and pastoral research and after a period as research professor at
Pretoria University saw military service as a colonel in the last war
and later joined the Native Affairs Department. From the beginning
it was intended to make the investigation on as wide a basis as
possible with emphasis on sociology, economics, and agriculture
and this volume represents the results of a study of the physical
conditions or more fundamental factors upon which the socio-economic
fe,tnres ~re to some extent clependent. The bulk of the scientific
work was performed voluntarily by experts and with this in mind,
it is easy to understand that the survey is by no means completely
comprehensive but a considerable amount of information was
collected in many branches of study by paid workers.
A topographic map was prepared by plane-table under the
supervision of the late Mr. A. H . Harcourt Wood, then Head of
the Survey Department of Rhodes University College, but this proved
insufficiently accurate and for most purposes a map enlarged from
the Kingwilliamstown Divisional Map and modified by reference
to air photographs was adequate. These air photographs. were tak~n
in 1939 and were not good enough for modern reqwrements m
map-making but in 1949 a new set of photograph~ were taken and
these were employed by the Trigonometrical Survey m the preparauon
of a new series of maps used for the maps illustrating these reports.
The geological survey was carried out by Dr. E . D. Mountain,
Professor of Geology at Rhodes University, with assistance by Mr.
A. Ruddock, Mr. G. R. Davis and stu?ents and was the first_b~anch
of the survey to make a beginning. This work involved a preliminary
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ma s and topognphy which provided material fo
study of avail2blc Ph
Cfunaric data were extremely meagre t
the report on topogra~J"be made to collect satisfactory inforrna~d
no serious attempt co
h
'-'On
.
. .
ver a period of mllllY years, so t at only a gen
without cont10wng o
b D J V L R
. p
era1
statement of the position is made Y r. · · . · enrue, rofessor
In the soil
survey Mt Geot
h t Rhodes University.
of Geograpya
..
D
·
ge
Murray of the Division of Chem.tcalW_Serv1ces, Jp~rt_men~ of Agriculture, was assisted in the 6cld by 1twatersran
ruv~mty students.
A botanical survey was made by Mr. R. Story of the NatJ.onal Botanical
Survey who is stationed in Grahamsto:wn and he has ~dtten a special
report, although a much more de~ed acc?unt will ~ppear in a
Botanical Survey memoir on the subJect. This volume ts concluded
by an account of the vegetation of the catchment aceas, a topic of
special interest in an area particularly liable to soil erosion, studied
by Professor Robb.
·

Assistance was generously given in various ways by the Botanical
Survey, the Division of Chemical Services, the Trigonometrical
Survey and the Departments of Native Affairs (through the Native
Commissioners), Irrigation, Transport, and Defence.

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE
KEISKAMMAHOEK DISTRICT

by
EDGAR D. MOUNTAIN

The area investigated is the Magisterial District of Kciskammahoek
and corresponds very closely with the drainage basin of the Keiskamma River above Fort Cox. It does not include the Amatole Basin.
It is situated roughly between 27° and 27° 1 5' east and between
p O H ' and p. 0 48 ' south, and is about no square miles in area. It is
somewhat circular in shape with a diameter of some 16 miles and the
village of Keiskammahoek at the centre. Kingwilliamstown is zo miles,
and Stutterheim 18 miles in a straight line from the village, while
the nearest point on the coast is about 4 j miles away.

The area forms a natural basin carved out by the headwaters
of the Keiskamma River and nestles against the eastern end of the
Winterberg Range, known locally as the Amatole Range, to the
north. Thus the greatest heights are found to the north along a
line running from the Hogsback in the north-west to Mount Thomas
in the north-east, but even along the southern margin the land rises to
a considerable height at Zanyokwe and only along the Kciskamma
River itself near Fort Cox in the south-west corner does the mountain
barrier fail to complete the ring of mountains Sll;rrounding die area.
The basin however, within the confining ring of heights does
not possess an~thing approaching a flat !loo~. Nowhere within the
basin is it possible to obtain a comprehensive view ?f the whole
area because it is completely dotted with ~dges ~ g ~rom the
boundary heights and with isolated motmtam~ of var1?u_s sizes~~~
fact the area possesses a high degree of dissection m stnking co .
with the extensive flats immediately to the south and stretching
away towards Peddie.
The river at Kciskarnmahoek is a littl~ over z,ooo feet above
sea-level and drops some 400 feet to Burnshill where it leaves at the
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lowest P?lll
shack or :Belek'-urnntana w1 its eacon at 6, 360 fe .
of the thi';d Hog on the boundary line of the area n ear the nonh-w Ct
sea-level situated . krantz four miles to the nonh-east called G~t
corner The massive
.
(
CJu
d shown on the topographlca1 map I : 500,000) as GxuJ
·.
1Mountam an
·
.
. d not fall far short o f t his figure at its
sumnut
be· u
·
If
.
'
tng
Mountalll oes
, ..t sea-level while the corner beacon ha a nule or so furthe
6,o3o ,..._
'
· th
f I. d
r
north is 6,u I feet sea-level. There 1s us a range o a utu e amounting
to some 4,760 feet.
The towering heights along the northern boundary, which
include the Hogsback, Geju Mountain, Cata (l ,386 feet), the Doorn
Mountains, and Mount Thomas (j,JZj feet) and form the bulk of the
Amatole Range, are really in the nature of an escarpment. That is
to say that the country to the north of these heights drops relatively
gradually and when one climbs out of the Keiskamma Valley to the
north, one emerges into a different type of co untry characterised by
the undulating grassy slopes of the Cathcart district. T o the east
and west, however, the confining heights are of a different character.
In the west the Wolf Ridge runs down from the Hogsback Mountains
as [ar as Mount McDonald (3,z70 feet) and merely separates the
Keiskamma River basin from the Amatole basin of roughly the same
height above sea-level. In the east, running southwards from Mount
!hom~s but separated from it by the Dontsa Pass, is the Pirie Range
1n~utng ~o,unt Kemp (4,666 feet), Mount Charybdis (4,z44 feet),
a~
e Badie s Grave plateau. This is virtually the eastern extremity
~ the W1nterberg Range so that the eastern slopes drop s traight
odwnhto.the coastal plain at about 2,000 feet around Kingwilliamstown
an t ere 1s an untnt
ed .
in th
· hb
~rrupt view from the eastern edge to the coast
e neig . W
ourhood of East Lon don. At its southern end the Pwe
··
Range
near est Peak ( 8 ,
.
'
ndoda ( J o6o , ) h 4,I 4 ieet) swrngs westwards past Nraba·
,
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n t e topographical map as Intaba a
narro; ridge dyo we (3,o32 feet) where it also forms a relatively
h
h
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nver pursues a somewh:t h tad~eacon and on entering the area the
ea ong career in cascades and waterfalls
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over b~re rock into the Ndlovini Forest. On emerging from the
forest, It appears to have several alternative names, but after acquiring
the waters of the Mqukwana and Mthwaku Rivers just above St.
Matthew's College property, the name of the Keiskamma River becomes
firmly established. So far, the river has dropped about 2,500 feet
from its source in a distance of five miles, and consequently the river
and its tributaries have steep valleys in which they flow rapidly. But
from here onwards the main rive r flows over stre~ches of comparative
flatness which have caused it to pursue a winding course separated,
however, by stretches of more rapid drop. · The flatter winding portions are characterised by alluviation and the existence of a floodplain at .least on the concave side of the riyer and sometimes on both,
while in the intervening portions the banks rise steeply from the
river,'and rocky outcrops are frequent in the river bed. Thu~, floodplain conditions exist more or less continuously from St. Matthew's
College to below the village of Keiskammahoek and again; more
poorly developed, below the Boma Pass and near Fort Cox. Between
St. Matthew's College and Keiskammahoek the river is joined on its
left bank by the Gwili-Gwili River rising on the steep slopes west
of Mount Kemp and u orth of Mount Charybdis, and flowing through
the · Gwili-Gwili. location. The winding na.ture of the valley just
above •the Boma Pass is nor · connected with present-day alluviation
seeing that the river winds between steep hills, but is inherited from
some previo~s cycle, so that the meanders· are deeply incised.
At Keiskammahoek the Keiskamma River normally receives a
considerable volume of water from a tributary on its right bank,
the Gxulu River, from which is taken rhe supply of water for the
furrows of the village. This river is formed some six river miles
upstream by the confluence of the Mn)'ameni an~ C~atha Rivers,
both with considerable volu me. The Mnyameru drams the area
between the Hogsback and Geju Mountains, . while the source . of
the Chatha lies in a huge basin eaten out behind the east-"'.est line
of Chatha and Geju Mountains. Both rivers are fast flowtng and
only small patches of alluvial deposits are formed along the Gxulu
River and its tributaries.
Below Boma Pass the Keiskamma River is joined, on its right
· bank.again, by the Wolf River, the valley of which has been opened
<
b ut five -•Jes by the newly-constructed road to
up recentIy ,or a o
"~
·
f h
King's Nek and the Hogsback village. The upper five miles o t e
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till
ain somewhat 10access1 ble. It rises
.river, however, sf th rernhird Hogsback in a rather peculiar iso~ tbe
O
O
southern slope
• e t through a' steep-sided valley is joined b tcd
basin and on_eme_rghJJltgbank which drains the Wolf River Pl Ya
·b tary on 11s ng
.
atea11
.
to u
basin which just above Jts out1et, is often swa
•
a perched sba11ow
'
th
II
·
111py
•fl
with this tributary, e va ey contmues steeply th·
After con uence
.
d h
·
.
e
whoIe way to the Keiskamma River an t ere 1s no possibi"ty
Q
of
appreciable alluviation;
.
The last tributary of any importance 1s the Rabu_la. River which
drains the south-east portion of the baSlD and thus JOI.Os the Kciskamma on its left bank. It rises on the south slopes of Mount
Charybdis and after the addition of_ a number of °:ibut~dcs catties
a fair volume where it crosses the Ke1skammaboek-Kingwilliamstown
road. From here the river follows a meandering course, but it is
still fast Bowing along a confined course with no appreciable floodplain.
Toe slopes of valley-Boo r, valley-side and ridge are not by any
means uniform nor even continuous but in many places are interrupted
by terraces. For example, the western slopes of the Mnyameni Valley
are broken by a conspicuous shelf probably at about 4,000 feet sea
level, while the Wolf Ridge and the Bombane Ridge at their lower
ends are both flattened at about ;,ioo feet. The great differences of
altitude over shon distances, such as 3,000 feet in two miles at the
head of the Mnyarncni River Valley, indicate the prevalence of steep
slopes, but in c!etail such slopes vary very considerably and most
of the stcep_est slopes are broken by rock krantzes which may be
actually VcrtJcal or even overhanging. On the other hand, pracucally
ro~e of the area could be classed as a region of low relief or unduat:1ng, except very locally. Pethaps the flattest areas are to be found
arou~d. the Bailie's Grave beacon, in the Gwili-Gwili and other
locauons, and possibly on part of the Wolf River plateau.
In _general outline the topographical features of th·e basin reflect
t he matn structural ch
.
·th a
·t
aracters. A broad barrier. of dolerite WI
s ligh t u t towards th
rtb
.
fr the
Boma Pass d
e no . cuts right across the drainage orn t
Tshoxa to t~w'.:• N;tumeya Heights through Red Hill ~d ~o
two separate pans ~ aotz, _th~s vaguely dividing the basin l rl
defined passes
·
other surula1: barrier but not quite so clea ;
1
north of Keiskarll:d
hoek: Jt fadese::~~:t~hrough ~ombane
e West m the Mnyameni River valley

Hill,
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to the cast it crosses the bottom of the Dontsa Pass and "-k
. h th n· . Ra
b
un s up
e_ ,-me.
nge elow Mount Kemp. Structurally the high
wit
grou~d 1ncluding Ntaba-ndoda and Zanyokwc along the southern
marg10 of the area forms yet another similar barrier.
In the nonh the strocture is somewhat complex but is dominated
by yet an.other gently tilted dolerite barrier swelling out locally into
the magnificent krantz of Geju Mountain. The upper reaches of the
Wolf River on the other band arc confined by a series of intersecting
dolerite sheets diversely oriented, and further east a more steeply
dipping sheet or dike from Cata beacon to Dontsa Pass occuts as a
conspicuous wall of rock and isolates peculiar drainage basins behind it
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GEOLOGY OF THE
KEISKAMMAHOEK DISTRICT

'by
EDGAR D. MOUNTAIN
INTRODUCTION

Reliable contour maps on a sca!e suitable for geol?gical mapping
were not available. The topographical map of the Uruon ( 1 : 500 OOo
or I inch equals 8 miles), sheet 5, published by the Govern r:ierit
Printer, 1936, with ioo-foot contour intervals "':as useful as a locality
map, while the later. Fort B~aufort topo~rap~,~ map (1 : 250,ooo)
adds a little further informanon. The Kingw1lliamstown Divisional
sheet is published in two scales. The smaller scale map is I inch
equals 840 Cape roods (about two miles) and the larger scale is r inch
equ~ls 200 C.ape roods. Surveyed positions are not plentiful and plots
are nor always tied in, while water-courses and tracks are merely
sketched. A Forest Department map, unpublished and based on the
larger scale Divisional map, was also available.
For a base map, the smaller scale Divisional map was enlarged
photographically to a scale of I inch equals I mile ; a negative was
prepared ~d projected in an enlarging apparatus and a drawing
made, which proved to be quite reasonably accurate. D etails of
roads and water-courses were added in the field and from aerial photographs.
Fortunately, a complete set of aerial photographs was available
h
h
·
·cal
1or field use ' though
M
.
t cse P otographs are not accurately vero ·
di oreo~er, owmg to great differences of altitude they show great
storuon/s between different levels. The photographs were taken
at rz,ooo 1eet while diffi
f .
.
h
y
in exceptio ~
erences o height tn a single photograp ma '
n cases be as much
r
these
photographs have ~ .
. as 3,000 1eet. However,
where no fixed
.
!Dvalua~l~ 1ll locating position in the coutl~
pomts were visible. Difficulties certainly arose in
c

8

9
transferring data from photograph to map. This was done by
bli
hi
esta
s ng a scale for each photograph by co mpanng
· Wit
· h kn own
.
distances
and then by fixing an unmapped spot by 1cs
·
·
fron the map
.
distance om potnts already established on the ma
E
·
d d if ·
P·
uors are
rn~o uce
J:>Otnts are at appreciably different heights or if check
pomts are available only on contiguous photographs which do not
accurately fit together. However, by averaging out results it seems
that the greatest errors are of the order of 100 yards.
GENERAL GEOLOGY

The geological formations encountered in the area are confined
to the following three groups :3. Alluvium.
2. Karroo Dolerite.
1. Beaufort Series.
The Bweforl Series
The rocks included in the Beaufort Series represent a conformable sequence of sedimentary rocks varying in character from mudstone to sandstone. Apart from local disturbance by dolerite intrusion,
these seruments dip fairly uniformly over wide areas at angles up to
about three degrees towards the north so that even in flat country
there would possibly be about 1,000 feet of thickness exposed. Differences in height between the northern boundary of the area and
the Keiskamma River Valley in the south must account for an additional
4,000 feet or more of thickness, so that the actual thickness of sedimentary rock occurring in the area must amount to some j ,ooo feet
in all probability.

When fresh, these rocks are pale bluish-grey or greenish-g~ey
and consist generally of a fine-grained feldspathic sandstone weather~ng
to various shades of yellow, brown and red or, ~ore rarely, ~hite.
Apart from any alteration by dolerite intrusions, It. seems as if .the
coarser the sediment the more resistant it is to erosion _and possibly
to weathering so that the better defined shelves of sediment appear
invariably to 'consist of coarse sandstone: . The coarse ~dsto_n~
moreover tends to weather into large ellipucal. masses O end wit
nes Some of this coarse san stone
quite conspicuous bedding-pIa · . .
and is for example
is probably of a quality suitable for building stone
.'
'
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th 's College in the building of a small cha
beiog used at ~t. Mat ~;~tthew's is capped with a similar sandst !>Cl.
·d behind Sc. ,•._..
.
r
lin
one
Th~ ri ge
well-defined sandstone honzon 1o~ms a e of le.ran~
while another
.
all forests on the east side of the Mnyam. .
at che head of ceIWtl sm
eni
River Valley.
.
With increasing fineness of grain, t~e bedding planes becotne
. ous n~d the rock on weathenng, tends to break up 1·nt
less consp1cu
""
'
.
o
smaller and irregular little blocks. Such matenal often crumbles
to become muddy so that the name mud..
hen wet and tends
easily iswcommonly
· although mu_
ch o f. th.JS matena
· 11s
· 1n
· reality
applied,
stone
a fine sandstone and perhaps only a little 1s true mudstone. 'I'he
name siltstone is sometimes used for an intermediate grade between
sandstone and mudstone and it is probable that the great bulk of the
finer sediments could correctly be called siltstone. The finest grade
can easily be recognised by taking a small fragment and grinding it
between one's teeth. True mudstone feels quite smooth and does
not grit. A sample of this type, for instance, from the Schwarzwald
Forest has an average grain size of o.or mms. and could certainly
be regarded as a true mudstone. Such material is easily weathered
and under ordinary circumstances highly erodible. It might be
noticed that these finer-textured sediments are extraordinarily massive
and show very little sign of lamination parallel to the bedding and
for this reasori are not to be regarded as shale. In fact, no rocks
have ~en observed anywhere in the area which could be regarded
as typical shale, though lamination is sometimes poorly developed.
Mudstone. and fine sandstone are suitable, and frequently used, as a
road-dressmg material

An ~tt~mpt was made, but without success to discover some
charactensuc and pe ·
·
' act as a mar ker.
E' h h
rsistent san dstone horizon
to
Jtther t e s~dstone bands die out laterally over fairly short distances
or ey are disturbed b d Ol ·
be picked u
.
Y ente to such an extent that they cannot
of the
p agam beyond the larger intrusions. In any case, none
coarser sandstone h ·
feet thick and th d
or~ons seems to be greater than 10 to 3°
features It · hey O not 10 consequence form really conspicuous
is, owever po ·bl th
.
ble
·
some of these h ·
• ssi e at detailed work would ena
.
onzons to be
ped
.
the
tune required would
map
over limited distances, but
Th
.
not appear to be justified for the present purposes,
ese sediments are re d d
.
e
hut no fossils have be r gar e as bemg of Lower Beaufort agl'
en 1ound l''Vr...... · - - . . , , ,
_ :.J ... tifiab C
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lumps of fossilised wood. These rocks, however, can be followed
along the road from Breakfast Vlei co Dcbe Nek without any suggestion of anything other than Lower Beaufort. The base of the
Lower Beaufort Series is found just south of Breakfast Vici and
the seque_nce _is ~uite typical throughout that stretch of country. In
the Peddie distnct the Lower Beaufort Series is about ro,ooo feet
thick, so that it is quite reasonable co suppose that the whole of the
sedimentary rocks of the Keiskammahoek District arc also of this
age. The beds are very nearly horizontal and may, in fact, stretch
as far as the vicinity of Cathcart. The sediments of the Beaufort
Series in general are typically feldspathic and the sandstones a.re
very distinct from the purer quartz sandstones of the Cape System.
For this reason they generally give rise to richer soils. Even in the
sandstones, feldspar accounts for over fifty per cent of the constituents,
and the rock as a whole contains over three per cent of potash. It
seems :is if there is here no great disinction chemically and mineralogically between the sandstone and mudstone, the grain-size being the
essential difl'crcncc. It is often stated that Karroo soils are rich under
irrigation, but it is doubtful whether the soils here can be classed
as Karroo soils seeing that they have developed under a much greater
rainfall than typical Karroo soils and consequently have lost, in all
probability, much of their potash and phosphate. Although the
nature of the original rock is important in soil formation, climate
also plays an important role.
In the neighbourhood of the larger dolerite intrusions, mudstonc
has been converted into lydianite and sandstone 10 quartzite. Lydian.ice
is a blackish compact flinty rock possessing a slight purplish tine and
silky appearance. It breaks up naturally into "'.1gular blocks . and
weathers at the surface to a creamy-coloured coating. It someu_mes
contains well defined nodules about an inch across due to altera~ons
of original calcareous concretions ~r other calcar~ous m~tter mto
epidote and other minerals and thCII presence ma) be .taken as an
almost certain sign of approach co dolerite. The quartzite produced
from the Beaufort sandstones is grey-green, foldspathic a~d. v~ry
tough. Near the dolerite it generally shows a high ~egree ?f 1.o1nt1ngd
.·
.
.
ha
edges While lydianite an
mto columns With relauve1Y s rp
·
di
.
od
d
,
m
quartzite are typically pr uce ,ro fine and coa.rse sc mcnts
.
dation between the two.
respectively, there 1s comp1etc gra
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went ,.five per cent of the total area and foe
.
J:?olcrn~ coverse t LoJer Beaufort sediments. . Broadly,
111trus1ons into th
· lined sheets and dikes. Whit SC
intrusions are of two types, in~
f:
th I
e the
·w
an extensive sur ace area, e atrer are high!
former crop out wi
lin
h
Y
lly appear only as
es on t e map.
elongated an d genera

th:s

(a) Inclined Shee/1
.
. .
As is common in this part of the Uru?n, the inclined sheets mostly
have a small dip cowards the north. It 1s as _though they all formed
part of a gigantic system of parallel sheets denved from a deep-seated
sou rce somewhere far to the north cowards Basutoland. They are
mostly up to 100 to 200 fee~ chic~ but th~ sheet forming the krantz
of Geju Mountain is excepoonal lll swelling out locally pod-like in
shape to a thickness of some 700 feet.
.
In the south, the relatively abrupt rise of level from Debe Nek
to the top of Ntaba-ndoda, a rise of about 1,000 feet, is accounted
for by the presence of the first of these sheets, which we may call
the Zanyokwe sheet, near the top. Although the crest of Ntabandocb is mide of the overlying sediments, the krantz on the south
side consists essentially of dolerite which is c~ntinued to the west
as a band below the Zanyokwe beacon to Burnshill and can thence
be followed eastwards as a conspicuous bluff outside the area. Its
slope to the north very nearly coincides with that of the valley starting
between the Zanyokwe beacon and Ntaba-ndoda so that it follows
down the valley to ·its confluence with the Rabula River. In the
neighbourhood of Burnshill there are abundant exposures along
the main road from Middledrift to Kciskammahoek. .
The second sheet is much nore extensive within the area and
forms a wide and irregular be.It through the Boma Pass and eastwards
past the Inquamaya beacon. It may be called the Nqhumeya sheet
after this locality. In the Boma Pass ·the krantz on the west side
?f the roa~ indicates the position of tlie sheet, although the krantz
itself consJSts mostly of the overlying indurated sediments.
.
The sheet does not appear to be very thick here. Further west
~t turns up ~e Wolf River Valley where it can be followed as a krantz
or some distance along the left bank Th ba
the Wolf
River and
be fi ll
·
e
se crosses
the tot> . can
o owed to a krantz below Mount '.McDonald, but
. JS confused on the right bank of the Wolf River by a sheet
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" ' outcrops arc not
. a~on, kramz-uke
.
b
soil. derived from this SCetlSWtes
h · ·d
so common,
d d ' ut bngbt-rcddish
·
sprea an 1s co~sp1cuous, for example, where the shon road &om
the east en~ of KeJSk~mahock to the Nqhumeya location rises steeply
from the nver. Reddish and chocolate-brown soils are furthermore
widespread between here and Red Hill on the KeisbmmahockKingwilliamstown road as can be clearly seen from that road. It
crops out on the steep slopes below Tshoxa and forms a series of
disc~nnected outcrops to the cast, terminating in the rcaangularlook10g block known as Schwarz's Krantz just east of Farm 334. In
rhe vicinity of the Inquamaya beacon, this sheet dips north at about
ten degrees, but further south, as is generally the case with inclined
sheets, the inclination diminishes.

The third sheet occurs a little north of St. Matthew's and can
be observed fro.m the lower part of the Domsa Pass. In the west it
crosses the Mnyameni River just beyond where 'the road up the valley
crosses the river for the second time. From there it can be followed
down the river on the lower slopes of the right bank for a little over
a mile where it bifurcates, the upper branch dying out somewhere
below Gxulu Kop and the lower branch much earlier. East of the
Mnyameni River Valley, the outcrop bends southwards along the
high ground and is again displaced northwards in the Chatha River
Valley where it can easily be followed from the road and is probably
from )O to 100 feet thick. On Bombane Hill it nearly reaches the
beacon Keiskama Hoek 3,477 feet and follows a zigzag course throug~
Nqolo-Nqolo and may be called the Nqolo-Nqolo sheet after this
locality. This sheet is clipping at five degrees also to the _north and
its winding outcrop is due to a succession of valleys runrung southward. It eventually crosses the Dontsa Pas~ road before .the first
big bend in the road where an uneven floor 1s exposed.
The roof at chis point where it crosses the road makes _a st~ep
. .
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nse JUSt
yon
•
·
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c t but a mile or so east of the hig
antz t s pod-like
1s some 700 ,ee ,
h l b
sheet divides again. From here the ~o re ;1ort er Y r~ch, already
thinned to 100 feet or Jess, is respons1b1e ,or an attracuve wa~erfall
. stream where it closely follows the contour fornung a
th malll
~;au;ul forested amphitheatre above the Forester's house at Chatha.
It turns up steeply almost dike-like at about 4S degrees across the
Chatha River towards the high ground near the Cata beacon where
it loses its identity amongst a number of concurrent intrusions. A
mile or so beyond the Cata beacon two sheets emerge Crom the complex and may possibly be regarded as the continuation of this body.
The more southerly of the branches from Geju Mountain represents
the bulk of the large intrusion but, instead of behaving like a sheet,
it plunges down with steep sides into the forest below and only
then appears to flatten out into the sheet on which the F orester's house
is acruaUy situated. Across the Chatha Ri'1er, it swings round the
· south slopes of Chatha Mountain in the Ndlovini Forest. Jn the
upper reaches of the Keiskamma River, however, it becomes
entangled in a thick dike-like body and is difficult to trace, although
it seems likely that it is the same sheet as occurs ultimately just below
the turn:off to the waterfall on the Dontsa Pass.
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Struc~ra~y, the Wolf River basin is quite different. Sheets
here are dippUJg at relativdy steep angles up to 30 degrees or so
and are not dipping towards the north. The Hogsback sheet dips
:ugh}y south, while that of the Mnyameni Ridge dips in a westerly
th eetton and the sheet on the other side of the Wolf River dips rowards
she no~-ethast. Gxulu Kop is situated on another relatively steep
~an
er similar sheets occur further south. The sheet fonniDg
~e S ~ around) the edge of the Wolf River plateau and running into
c warzwa d Forest is, however, more or less horizontal.

°
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(b) Diku

Dikes occur through~ut the area varying from a few inche$ to
some hundreds of feet thick, b'u t no attempt was made to map the
very small ones. For example, between Keiskammahock and St.
Matthew's College a number of small intrusions arc encountered in
the roadside too small to map, in addition to those actually shown
on the map.
·
Probably the most conspicuous dike is that which crosses the
Domsa Pass between the two sheets. On the road it is 400 feet wide
and dips south-west at about 6o degrees. It shows some excellent
contacts with invaded sediment along the old road but cannot be
trace~ much beyond t~c hairpin bend towards the south-east owing
to thick forest. To the north-west, however, it can be followed
clearly as a striking feature almost to the Cata beacon. The dip
appears to vary between 40 degrees and 6o degrees always to the
south-west. As its course is through the Dontsa Forest, it may be
called the Dontsa dike.
Another dike-like hody of some size crosses the KciskamnuhoekKingwilliamstown road about three-quarters of a mile from the
boundary. Its margins arc not very clear on the road but the width
of outcrop is nearly 200 yards and the dip about 6o degrees to the
south. To the east it dies out within a mile or so, but to the west
the width of outcrop swells out to several hundred yards whe.re it
joins the Zanyokwe sheet and it seems unlikely that it can persist as
a dike with that width.
A dike comparable to the above is seen below Mount Ke~p r~ght
on the boundary of the area tapering out in a south-westerly direcuon.

(,) Slmcl11re and Texture
A really remarkable feature of the dolerite intrUSions is that
the larger ones with the exception of the Zanyokwe sheet are all
continuous with each other in outcrop. Although the Nqhumeya
and Nqolo-Nqolo sheets arc apparently parallel, dipping_ to the no~
at similar angles, yet in the high ground UJ the east they IUJk up. This
· d
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.
d e to a subparallel arrangement o tmy e spar p enocrysts
~pecimbenJ
_u g roundmass· Small veins of
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m
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mudstone arc widespread in the larger !fltrus1ons which also have
occasional patches of dolerite-pegmatite.
In the absence of distinctive outcrops, _the smaller dolerite intrusions are generally picked up_ in the first !flstance by the col_our of
their soil. Subsoil is a browrush-yellow which grades under different
conditions into a reddish colour, a chocolate-brown or sometimes
black. This difference in colour appears to be connected with differences in topography which in turn influence the h~mictity ·of the soil.
For instance, poorly drained soils appear more likely to be black.
These dolerite soils, it need hardly be mentioned, are ve_ry clayey
with a well-defined crumb structure, and tend to crack on drylflg. Th_e
subsoil (sabunga) is very suitable for road surfacing but the soil
itself becomes vef)' slippef)' when wet, and unmade roads on dolente
are generally impassable in wet weather.
ALLUVIUM

Owing to the highly dissected nature of most of the terr~in,
river valleys are steep and narrow and do not possess flood-p!ams.
Locally, however, where downcutting has been hindered by resistant
rock-masses, some of the rivers have widened their course by mean·
dering, and have developed flood-plains by deposition of alluvium,
An attempt has been made to map the larger deposits, which_ are
almost confined to the main water-course the Keiskamma River.
Th
. of the nvers
.
. e me3:°deon~
as seen on the' map is not always associated W1th a wide valley for, in places such as just above the Boina
Pass, ~he river winds between steep hills because original meanders
at a ~gher level have cut down vertically to the present level. No
alluvium is found under these conditions.
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lt is not always easy to
·
.
.
a11R'
uv1al deposits
or to detennine
how f:ar they extend from recogwse
the ·
b
.
.
river.
1ver anks generally expose
grave_!, sand or silt which has at some rime been brought down by
the nver, but exposures further from the river are generally poor.
A t~rra_ce zo feet or less above the river bed is perhaps the most reliable
1~dicat1on of an alluvial deposit, but the inner edge of the terrace is
difficult t<;> locate when the valley side rises only gradually. Where
a terrace JS not well defined and the banks rise from the river continuously, unconsolidated material found on the slope m~y not .have
been deposited by the river at all, but may be due to rainwash from
above. Such material is termed colJuvial in contrast to alluvial, and
in the case of a well-defined terrace the inner edge shows a gradation
from alluvial to colluvial material.

It is, of co_urse, possible to distinguish between alluvial and
colluviaJ material where it is characteristic of a rock-type which
occurs up the river and not on the adjacent slopes of the valley or
vice.versa. For instance, some of the lands of St. Matthew's College
on the right bank of the Keiskamma River contain abundant dark
constituents suggestive of derivation from Jokrite, alchough this
has not been carefully examined. Now there is no dolerite on the
slope immediately above these lands, whereas there is the NqoloNqolo dolerite sheet athwart the river some two miles upstream, so
that it seems reasonable to regard the soil of these lands as originally
brought down by the river.
In April, 1948, rains were exceptionally heavy and at Keiskammahoek the water rose to the front of the hotel. This appears to be near
the limit of alluvial deposition and consequently it is pro~able that
all the alluvial material observed is related to the present nver level.
There seems to be a general opinion that high floods ace becoming
more and more frequent and that this is due to accelerated run-off
as a result of the destruction of vegetation in the catchment ar;as.
There are, however, insufficient data at present to support or re ute
this oprnion.
N~ high-level terraces were observed.
CoNCLUSION

d to dolerite soil in connection
Incidental reference has been m;. e enerallv regarded as a subject
with the mapping of dol7nte, but~OJ is~ in any detail in a geological
for specialist study and is not de t wit

Hogsback looking south-west.
Dolerite sheet underlain by Beaufort sediments with transgressive contact. Foreground
consists of Beaufort sandstone.
Keiskammahoek, 1949

Dolerite outcrop weathering into typical domes, part of the Nqhumeya sheet at its b
Keiskammahoek-Kingwilliamstown road, three and a half miles from Keiskammah
on the map.
Keiskammahoek, I

Alluvial deposit consisting of silt with pebble bed at base and showing horizontal surfac
of flood plain.
Gxulu River one and a half miles from Keiskammahoek.
Keiskammahoek. 19.<:l

Transported soil.
Dolerite soil and spheroid overlying Beaufort sediment and derived by soil creep fro
higher up the slope.
Stutterheim road, five miles by map from Keiskammahoek.
Keiskammahoek, 19~
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NOTE ON THE CLIMATE OF THE
KEISKAMMAHOEK DISTRICT
by
), V. L. RENNTE

The district Iles within the Warm Temperate Zone, and since it
receives at least a moderate rainfall, it has a humid subtropical climate
like regions elsewhere that are similarly situated. It should be noted,
however, that typical humid subtropical conditions are not met with
in the Ciskei but along the coast further north. The district is at no
great distance from the winter rainfall area which might be regarded
as commencing at Algoa Bay, a fact of situation which accounts for
a fair proportion of winter precipitation. In addition, the arid Karroo
approaches the district in the west and indeed extends into the lower
valley of the Great Fish River less than fifty miles distant ; this is
consistent with a mean annual rainfall of little more than twenty
inches at Fort Cox on the south-west border.
The range of altitude is considerable, from 1,800 feet at Fort
Cox and z,ooo feet at Keiskammahoek to 4,000 to 6,000 feet in the
surrounding mountains. The escarpment is here just over 50 miles
inland, and together with the .southward extending spurs is sufficiently
near the sea and sufficiently elevated to account for markedly increased
precipitation at the higher levels, much of it derived from _easterly
and southerly . winds. Elevation also accounts for considerable
differences in temperature from place to place, and no _doubt maps
of the district showing this and other element~ of climate would
show rather complex distribution patterns in which the influe~ce of
relief would be prominent. Some of the differences appear m the
records of five meteorological stations set up by Mr. R. Story for
comparative readings for the period September, 1 948, to August,
1 949· 1

'See R. Story. Mem. 27, "Botanical' Survey."
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The mean annual r~all 1s about 40 mches ~t. several ~f the higher
stations, and rises to 73 mches at Evelyn Valley JUSt outside the area.
The amount drops rapidly in valley situations, being only 25 inches
at Keiskammahoek. The area has appreciably more rainfall in su·mmcr
than in winter, with about 70 per cent in the summer period from
October to March. The wettest month is, however, at the end of
the summer in March, this being preceded by a succession of wet
months with at some stations a subordinate maximum in November
or December. Between March and October the monthly rainfall
figures drop from about three to five inches to about one inch in each
of the winter months June, July and August, the annual variation
being substantially the same at each station (see figure showing the
?1ean monthly precipitation for Keiskammahoek at 2,000 feet, 25.5
10ches per annum, and for Wolf Ridge at about 3,000 feet, 42.3 inches
per ~um, both for the period to the end of 1935).
Rainfall conditions vary greatly from year to year and mean
figures convey a most inadequate picture of what is actually experienced.
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and these might_ be expected to be of greater significance at the lower
levels w~ere r:unfall 1s l~ss and temperatures higher. There is no
accurate in_format1on available about evaporation in the district, but
the I~ngat1on Depart"?ent's recently published map of the Union1
showtng evaporation_ isopleths shows this area as falling within a
belt wh_ose evaporation from standard tanks is between so inches
and 60 mches per. annum : this is, however, based on only n tanks
for the whole Uruon, none of them near the district, and doubtless
the evaporation rate varies very considerably in different localities.

s•

There are no available temperature records for the district itself,
but for stations such as Lovedale and Kingwilliamstown below the
mountain belt, mean· monthly temperatures range from about l l
degrees Fahrenheit to about 73 degrees Fahrenheit, while at Evelyn
Valley at 3, loo feet the figures become lo degrees and 62 degrees
respectively. 2 The average frost period for Lovedale is of the order
of two months from the beguuung of June to early August, and for
Kingwilliamstown about one month. It should be obvious that the
high relief of the district· and the complex pattern of its .contours
will give rise to c:onsiderable differences in the temperature conditions
from place to place and much complexity in distribution, and that
differences from year to year must also occur. Observation of tern·
perature conditions at selected localities in the district, to bring out
relations to altitude and aspect, would provide valuable ~ata for a
proper understanding of the distributional aspects _of settlement and
production in the district, both actual and potential.
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THE SOILS OF THE
KEISKAMMAHOEK DISTRICT

by
G. }IURRAY

I.-SOILS
According 10 C. R. van der _Merwe's " Soil ~oups and Sub.
oups of South Africa," the Keisk.ammahoek soils belong to the
f:b-group " Semi-coastal belt of the. ~aster~ Province." Dr. van
der Merwe describes them as podsolic soils denved almost exclusively
from sedimentary roe.ks. Incrazonal soil ~ of lithogcnic origin
in this sub-group are developed from the basic igneous rocks-mainly
dolerite.
During the invcstig,,tion it w:as found that the soil types conform
very closely to the geological structure. For most of the soils in
Kciskammahoek are residual and formed in litu. Owing to the mountainous topography, however, there has been much colluvial drift,
with the result that certain soils have been displaced far from their
scat of origin.
The soils can conveniently be grouped according to the parent
rock from which they originate.

(a)

So1LS DERIVED FROM SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

.
The soils derived from the sedimentary rocks may be sub-divided
into three sub-types :-

S. i. Shallow grey loam on weathering sandstone.
S.z ..Grey loam with ferruginous concretions on yellowish clay
and sandstone.
S-3- Yellowish-brown sandy loam on sandstone.
30
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arc, as. .a rule.' well-developed
for they have been
. Thed profiles
th
.
subJecte !0
e prcvall~g climauc conditions for a considerable
penod of ume. The varying depth depends mainly 00 three factors :( 1) Variable ntcs of decomposition of the different scdimenta
rocks.
ry
(z) Locality.
(3) Climatic conditions.
S1.-Shallfl»I Grey Loam

The surface horizon consists of grey, sandy loam to loam with
a coherent almost. single-gnincd structure. The depth of this layer
varies from a few 10ches to a couple of feet. Immediately below this
is a layer of light yellowish-brown gritty sandy clay loam containing
a fair amount of loose ferruginous concretions (ouklip shot). The
presence of the ouklip indicates a temporary water-logging during
the .rainy season. The soil mass rests either on partly decomposed
sandstone or fissured sandstone. The root penetration through the
soil is good and assists in disintegrating the parent rock..
This soil sub-type, due to its topography, shallowness and lack
of plant nutrients is not suitable for cultivation. Crops must inevitably
suffer from drought due to it~ low w:>ter-holding copBcity. It ha3
indeed often been ploughed in this district and is prone to sheet
erosion as soon as the vegetal cover is removed.

S2.- Gr!)I uam on Clay
The A horizon is composed of grey sandy loam to loam with
a crumbly structure on the surface but more cemented lower down.
In Mbems location the surface soil is sandy and powdery and therefore
very prone to be disturbed by the wind when under cultiva~on.
Immediately above the impermeable B horizon a band of loose uon
concretions is encountered.
The B horizon consists of densely packed clay, which impedes
root penetration considerably, with scattered iron concreti~ns
embedded in the clay. The concretio°:ary matter decreas~ with
depth. The clay is multi-coloured being usually yellowish-grey
mottled black and brown. The C horizon consists of the parent
sedimentary rock in a partially decomposed state.
L
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S,3,-Y,/lo1J1ii/J.br!/1JJII Sandy Loa111 011 Sandt/one.
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The surface soil is grey sandy loam oveclywg a layer of ycUowJShbrown sandv foam. The B horizon consists of yellowish-brown
line sandy ciay Joam merging into ~lay of the same colour. There
are no ouklip concretions in this hottzon and the favourable structureconfirms that internal drainage is good. The profile rests finally
on semi-decomposed sandstone. Its colour is presumably due to
the proximity of dolerite soils. The favourable structu!e and go.ad
depth of this soil place it in a class above the other sandstone soils.
Unfortunately, not much of this soil was encountered-only a few
small atcas were recorded in the Gwili-Gwili location. No attempt
was therefore made to indicate it on the sma!J scale plan.

(b) Son..s DERIVJID FRoM DOLERITE
The soils developed from dolerite occur in three distinct subt)'pes : -

D.1. Immature black clays (shallow).
D.z. Red (chocolate) clays (deep).
D-3, Black well-developed clays (deep) .
D.1.-!m111at11re Bl,uk Clap (Shallow)
This sub-type consists of black clay witb a good open granulac
1-2 feet deep. Scattered iron concretions are fouo1·
Just above the decomposing dolerite on which the profile rests,
Boulders are embedded in the profile and scattered on the surface,
The clay due to its g·
1
.
•
rti
'hich
ranu ar strucmre, possesses self-mulch10g pro
pc . es, w
help to retain absorbed water This soil type js·usually
encountered on die higher slopes of tbe dol~ite ridges and dikes , It
~tructure usually
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is a g?o1 medium for plant &:o'lvth where depth permitS, but it occurs
only 10 isolated ~nd inaccessible areas, and the ever-present boulders
obstruct ploughmg.
The analysis of a type sample shows :ui acidic soil with a low
percentage of water-so)uble salts. ~he nutrient elements nitrogen,
phosphorus and porassmm are low m the surface soil hut occur in
increasing quantities as the parent .rock is neared.

D.2.-Red Clayi (Deep)
The profile consists of a red clay throughout. In the virgln
the surface colour is chocolate, but cultivation seems co bring
out the characteristically red colour, w hich is caused by the .deposition
0£ iron oxide on the soil particles.
The surface soil has a well-developed crumbly structure, but lower
down the profile becomes more dense and cloddy. The soil is deep
(usually six feet and more) and there is no obstruction or impervious
layer until the semi-decomposed dolerite or solid rock is reached.
Root penetration and aeration are good and the soil has a favoW'llble
watcr-takjng and water-holding capacity.
This sub-type is usually found on the sunny side of the dolerite
ridges where the aspect favours higher soil temperatures. It is eminently suitable for cultivation for it usually occurs on easy slopes
where the drainage is good and where it is not prone to erode. By
virtue of its granular structure in the virgin state it withstands the
ravages of ernsion much better than soil types S.1. and S.2.
Chemical analysis of type samples prove that this soil type is
richer in plant nutrients than the other residual soils derived from
sandstone. The clements phosphorus, potaSsium and calcium are
present Ln reasonable quantities. Nitrogen, however, is scarce and
that element must be stressed when fertilising this soil type.
st.11te

D+-Black If/ell-developed Clays (Deep)

.

The A horizon consists of black or dark brown clay loam w~ch
contains some ferruginous concretions in its foot. The B honzon
is made up of a lighter coloured closely packed clay, rather 1m~ermeable and extending for a good depth. This rests on the yellow1sh.
.
h' h erges into the solid rock. There
b rown decomposmg
do1eme w Jc m
h
hi h
.
.
.
fil f II ·at drift fromt es Iopes g er
is much evidence in the pro e o co uvt
f 'ls
. and SU b-type D .2 are the more mature phases o sol
up. B Oth t h IS
derived from dolerite.
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This soil is found in more level plains where the drainage .
.
d d But owing to the general steep topog
ts
some~hat unpe : ~f
sub-type in the Keiskammahoek D;~hl'
there JS not muc
.
,
ll · ff" .
-«tct
Where it does occur, the area Jt covers JS .usua y .l!lsu ic1ent1y lar ~
to indicate on the plan. Only a few ma!Jl patch~s near Fon ~?.
have been shown.
The above then. are the main ty~es of residual ~oils found ill
the district. But, owmg to th~ compleX!ty of the geological formation
there are, in addi?on, many .mtermediate t.ypes. The sandsto~e
instance; occurs. m many different gradations from coarse-grained
sandstone to very fine mudsrone and layers of ·each material
have different rates of decomposition. The resulting soils, altho:a~
genetically and morphologically the same, may vary considerably
depth, texture and colour.
Then, too, at the point of contact of the dolerite and the sedimentary rocks, the resulting .soils a.re necessarily of mixec!. origin.
Moreover, due to the mountamous topography, much colluvial slide
has taken place. For instance, it is not unusual to find a typical red
doleritic profile (D.z) ovetlying weathering sandstone. Or, conversely, weathering dolerite boulders have been found in a typical
grey loam profile (Sr or Sz).

this'

fo;

1n

Thus it is practically impossible to lay down strict boundaries
between soil types, even if an intensive soil survey were to be conducted.
In addition to the residual soils listed abo.;,e there is a limited
amount of alluvial soil.
'

(c) ALLUVIAL SorLs.-A
. Again, due to the mountainous terrain there is very little accumulation of transported material. The steep slopes end abruptly in the
~atercourses which convey the water away in swift running streams.
ere _and there, however, a valley broadens out when transported
materials may be deposited.
The texture and col
. soils
. depend
·
of the all uv1al
on the locaJit}'
from wh. ere the transportour
d
.
. .
.
1
is old f,
e matena onginated. Most of the alluvium
, or secondary ag
·
h
gregatlon as taken place.
II
·
The whole profile co ·
fairly dense as the de ns~sts usua Yof dark-grey clay which becomes
plant nutrients ha i!:h increases. Drainage is poor. Unless the
ve
n removed by cultivation, these soils should
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be fertile. Type samples were taken 0
3l
but the results of the chemical anal : ~ the St. Matth~w's alluvium,
alluvial soils in the district. The s:S~a:h:: necessarily apply to all
sively cultivated under irrigation f~r
s soils have been intenof plant nutrients has undoubtedly bee;everaI years, and the balance
and ~anure have been applied.
upset, even although fertiliser

The soil reaction is slightly acid. In the b- .1 h .
.
.
f
SU SOI t ere IS a fau
accumulauon o water-soluble salts which fact tog th . · h f
c
d h
·
. :
'
,
e er Wit rec
water 1oun. t ere, 1s an. mdication of bad dr•;fta
·
=• ge. Th e rutrogen
and potassrnm content JS low while phosphorus is present · la
..
Th
h'l.
mrger
quantities.
e mec aruca analysts shows an increasing clay content
with depth.
·
(d)

A1.LUvtAL-CoL1.uv1AL

So1LS.- A-C

Oosely allied to the alluvium and hardly distinguishable' from it
are the so-called alluvial-colluvial soils. Like the alluvium, the texture
and colour depend on which of the two residual soil types commands
tJ:le locality. The influence of the sedimentary rocks imparts to the
soil the "typical grey colour and a lighter texture, while the doleritic
influence results in a black colour and a more cla ycy texture. In either
case, the alluvial-colluvial soils are deep, possess a favourable structure
and are initially fertile.
The .influence of colluvial drift is confined not only to the alluvial
soils. It is also evident in the residual soils. Deep soil profiles in
residual soils originating from the slowly weathering sedimentary
rocks can be explained by gravitational slide.
To sum up: The soils derived from the sedimentary rocks
(S.1, S.z and s. 3) are agriculturally inferior to those denved from the
igneous rocks (D.x, D.z and D. 3). They are generally shallo"'.er,
more acidic contain fewer plant nutrients, are. more prone to wmd
' ·
· dequate dramage • may be waterand water erosion
and due to ma
.
.'
sons The doleritic soils, on the other hand,
1ogged d urmg
rainy sea
·
d mainly to their favourgenerally stand up better to maltreatmlent, uteeld The alluvial soils
Th
ry as a ru e swee v .
bl
a e structure.
ey car ,
£'rtile and are most sought 2.fter
(A and A-C) ar~ generally the most e

by th~ !Natives.,
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,.-ARABLE LANDS
of the available soil in the Keiskarn
A large percentage rted into arable lands. ,\erial phot lllah<>ek
Distriet has ~ convei·mprcssion of the extent t o which thO&taplis
di · 1 give an
e s ·1s
of the str1c der the plough. Srccp slopes up rhe beautiful I01
II
have been put
meni and Chatha streams have been cu lt' a Jell
of the W;lf, d"~:hers on equal!)' precipitous slopes, have s~~tcd.
These flan s an .00 Scars along tbe mountainsides indicat crcd
badly rom eros1 ·
d
e the
that have been long aban oncd. Fonunatcly 1
resence of Iands
. d r
h
, argc
P
blocks which have been ~roda1me ,orcstry areas ave escaped the
ravages of Native culuvaaon.

~f ,
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3--1RR1GATION SCHEMES
Keiskammahock
District
is well suppli•d
·--'·' streams
1ut pcr~uwu
h
·
·
• w·-L
and muc water ·~ ~vail:'blc for irrigation purposes. There arc how:
ever, only a few irngaoon schemes in existence and these arc :nostlv
owned or controlled by Europeans. There arc, for instance, irtigatio~
schemes on Fort. Cox,. St. Matthews , on the Kc·iskammahoek commonage an d at t hc 1uncuon of the Chatha and Mnyamcni streams. The
existence el~c~hc~c of furrows in various stages of disrepair proves
th2t some ur1gaaon schemes have been abandoned. The existing
schemes arc used mostly for the cultivation of fruit and cattle feeds.

There arc, however, other lands on more gentle slopes and on
deeper soil which have been better preserved. When it is considered
that they have been under mono-culture f?r so long (almost 100 years)
the extent of erosion is not as severe as aught be expected. The lands
on the commonage, belonging mostlr t o Europeans are altogether
superior to those in the locations.

. The scheme at St. Matthews is used for producing food for the
resident scholars as well as for cattle feed. There is a movement
~foot to replace the o_rdinary irrigation by spray irrigation. This is
mdecd a laudable pro1.~ bc_aus_c the advantages of spray irrigation
arc many. Overhead 1.rttgaoon IS more economical on water which
fact minimises the danger of water-logging, especially at St. M~tthcws
where the interna l drainage is not always favourable. Water is also
more easily applied from sprays where the surface is undulating and
reverse slopes from the river bani< arc not uncommon.

The yields from the Native lands are disappointing, if the mturc
of the soil and the average annual runfall are taken into consideration.
This poor yield, estimated at less than one bag of mealies per am,
wo~ld seem to indicate t hat the plant foods in the soil are depicted.

4.-RECOMMENDATIONS

The Native Afhirs Department, however, has done much good
work in the locations, most of which have accepted the Betterment
Scheme. The Agricultural Officers have by their efforts achieved
great improvements in the Native lands. They have contoured 2
large pcrcenta~e 6f the lands and insisted on grass strips along ~e
conto~rs. ~ides recommending and assisting io the consrrucaon
of ~tJ.Cros100 works, they have aided the Native land-owner by
carttog manure on to the lands at a nominal fee. Grass expcr:imC~ts
have ~ starred to determine which species will answer most sa~s·
factorily under the prevai.l ing dimatic conditions. Vegetable growJJ1g
has been encouraged.

Coll The presence of such institutions as the Fort Cox Agricultur,I
und;~~t=d h~e St. Ma_tthews College within the disr_rict, has
Y
a bcncfiaal effect on the farming commuruty.

(a)

ARAllLE LANDS

There are many lands in the Keiskamrnahoek District which are
economically not wonh cultivating. These ue the lands on the steep
slopes of the nu.in valleys and their tributaries. The steep gradient
combined with, more often than not, inferior soil, makes the cultivation of these lands a danger to the very existence of the soil.
It were far better if these lands were to revert to natural vegetation, or alternatively that new grass species, rich in feeding values,
were established there. The higher reaches of all these valleys constitute the source of the water which Rows down the many streams. By
restoring and protecting the natural vegetation i_n t_hese area_s, the water
supply will be appreciably augmented and mainuned _dunng the dry
winter months. In this way more water will be available for more
and larger irrigation schemes, referred to later.
On! th lands on good deep soil and on a more level gradient
should ~ cu~tivated. There arc large blocks of suitable soil along the

sq
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10 wcr reaches of its mwy tn?utaries, in th
.Mthwaku RJVer and ch\
Bumshill, Lenye and Gxulu locatio c
Gwili-Gwili, Rabula, Nq u~cy\rrant ones. These lands should ~s,
. onlv rhe most imp
f
. bl
~
to mention
•.
. h h application o a suua e crop rotati
cultiv~ted inrensive/,Y, wit c:s:ncial part. fertiliser and manure shou~~
of which grass_l~ys rm rhe making and the application of compo
be applied judicious dy anif the good work started b y the Agricultu~tl
should be encourage ·
1 d I d
·
·•
.
.
'ed
the yields from these se ecte an s will exec•-'
d
""
Officers is earn on,
rhe total yields gleaned from all rhc Ian s at present.

a;

(b)

JRRICATION

ScH&rES

With the meagre data available at present it is impossible to state
how much land can be brought under irrigation.. ~ater gauges on
t~n of the main streams were installed by the Irngat1on Department
two years ago. The information obtained fro'.11 t_hese will be invaluable in estimating the strength and the continwty of Row of each
stream.
Apart from the existing schemes there are certain areas which
hold out possibilities for irrigation.
(i) Below the junction of the Chatha and the Mnyameni
streams there is a large block of land on the right bank
of tne Gxulu River suitable for irrigation. Water could
be obtained from c.ither or both streams.

(ii) Below the confluence of the Lenye stream with the Keiskamma River on the right bank of the latter river there is
some good level soil which extends far downstream.
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irngaaon scheme or whether storage d
·uh
Before, however, any irrigation schcmall'IS wi :._veto be constructed.
uDder discussion must be contour survcs areedcm rkcd up<>n, the areas
cy to asccnam how much
land can be c o ~d ed economically.

The yields from the irrigation schemes will
h
£
the arable lands.
augment t ose com

5.- MAPPING
· Owing to the absence of an accurate published map it was decided
to use the plan prepared by Professor Mountain of Rhodes University
for his Geological Survey.
This plan appears to be fairly accurate, but the scale (1 inch
equals I mile) is too small for mapping accurately the different soil
types. The soils in the Keiskammahoek District vary appreciably
and it would be impossible to india,te every change from type to
rype on the plan provided. The boundaries given on the plan do not
necessarily indicate the line of demarcation from one type to another ;
they merely indicate on broad lines what soil types arc to be expected
in different localities.
The geological map, constructed by Professor Mountain, proved
very useful in determining the soil types from the geological formations.
The author takes this opportunity of expressing his acknowledgement
of much useful information· gleaned from the geological plan.

(iii) Another suitable spot is on the left bank of the Rabula
River just below its confluence with the Zanyokwe stream.
(iv:) Lastly,. artother a.rea on the right bank of the Keiskamma
River JUSt below its confluence with the Wolf River may
be irrigated from the latter river. This is one of the
abandoned schemes.

. In all four cases the soil seems fairly level an'd is deep with good
drainage.. The streams from which the water will be tapped are .the
1
s:o~gest ~ the district. Records from the gauges will show whether
t e ow t roughout the Winter months is sufficient to maintain an

The different soil types have been ma~pc~ on the accomp~nying
plan,. The legend on the plan gives the s1grufi.cance of the different
shades.

An
h b
ade to indicate on the plan the extent of
.
attempt as een m
d E re resent severity of
erosion. The symbols Ei, E1, E3 an
4 P
erosion in increasing degree.
.
d echanical analyses are tabulated
The rc:sults of the chemical an m
in the annexure.
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RESULTS OF THE MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ' TYPE SAMPLES

Depth
(inches)

SOIL TYPE

II Coarse

i

sand

0.2

I

mm:

.

I

Fine
sand
.0.2-.02

Silt
0.02-0.002

mm.

mm.

45 .2
42,8
39.7
36.2
28.3

21.9
20.I
16.9
20.0
12.7

55.2
43 .6
25.6
17.4
I 1.5

18.8
21.4
26.1
27.6
29.0

· Clay
0.002

CaC03

TOTAL

30.7
37· 1
42.I
43.2
59· 2

o.o
0.0
o.o
o.o
. o.o

98.8
10I.O
99.7
100.6
IOI.I

22.1
.32.0
45.2 ..

o.o
o.o
0.0
o.o
o.o

mm . .

I

(
Deep red clay D. 2

~
l

I

: •i

Alluvial A

( .

I

11

o- 6
6-12
12-24
24-36
36-54
0-12
12-'24
24-36
36-48
48-60

I

1.0
1.0
I.O

1.2
1 :0

4.2
2.4
0.9

o.o
o.o

52·9
57.1 ·

I

l':0•3
99.4
97.8
97.9
97.6
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A BOTANICAL SURVEY OF THE
KEISKAMMAHOEK DISTRICT
(SuMMARY oF BOTANICAL SuRVEY MEMOIR

The rainfall for the past ei ht
g een years was ·
· ed f
the record s o f ten gauges situated at va .
. Ul".'esugat
rom .
district. They showed that an
nous pomts I.I\ and near the
average annual rainfall of b
inches or be!ow was associated with b h d
a out 1. i
.
us an scrub, and that dry
d
£
forest an wet orest requued about 30 and
· h
.
~e dividing line between sourveld (in the moi!1 a::s)::~s;;:~~id
(w the dry areas) was near the 2<-inch isohyet Ir
·
f th
f
·
'
·
respective o · e
amount o ye_arly rainfall, which varied from 61 inches at Evelyn
Valley to 24 inches at Fort ~ox, about 70 per cent fell during the
s~cularlmmer (Oc:bcr ~o Mtharch _inclusive). At all the gauges, but paro
y at ose in e dner areas, the rainfall ftucruated widely
from year to year.

No. z. 7)

by
R. STORY

INTRODUCTION

The vegetation was studied with two objects in view, firstly to
classify and describe the va'?ous _plant comm~ti:5, and secondly
to investigate the reasons which nught cause thctr vigour or decline.
It was found convenient to divide the vegetation into woodland
comprising seven dilfercnt types, and grassland comprising two. The
woodland types were :r. Scrub of A(atia ka"oo.
2. Low mixed scrub, as found at Fort Cox.
3.' Tall mixed scrub, as found at Nqhumeya.
4. Bush, as found at Zanyokwe.
5. Dry forest, as found at Lenye Forest Station.
6. Moist forest, as found at Wolf Ridge Forest Station.
7. Macchia.
The grassland types were :r. Sweetveld, palatable in winter and summer.
2. Sourvelcl, palatable in summer only.
CLIMATE

'I_'he truth of the widely-held view that vegetation is affected by
thed ~limathit~ JnOrc than by an
. y other influence soon became apparent,
an lOr
S rcaso th o· . .
t::
.
.
h .
n e 1vis1on of Meteorology was approached ,or
1
e Pldmbestab~shing a series of five small stations at which investigations
cou
e carried out on
·
d
ll
motstu~e an temperature, which are gcnet2 Y
held to have
of th. . . _the_ greatest bcarmg on plant distribution. The results
e Ulvesuganons arc summarised in the notes which follow.

H11n1iditj
Of the live stations mentioned, two were established in the,
highlands at about i,ooo feet, two in the lowlands at about 2,000
feet, and one . between them in the forest zone ~t 4,000 feet. Twohourly readings of the humidity were taken at each ~tation on q8
complete days, spread over one year. Because of this short period,
they are comparable among themselves only (as are the temperature
records) and cannot stand alone. The results were expressed as the
sat11ration defitit. Surprisingly little difference was apparent between
the readings from the lowland and highland stations.
TEMPERATURE

·

Temperature readings at the five stations were taken at the same
intervals as those for humidity, but on 233 days instead of 178.

Average Temperal11re
The two highland stations were consistently the coldest of the
five, and the two lowland stations were usually the warmest.

Temperat11re Ranae.
6

•
.
•
•
ds where the temperatures were
This was least in the highlanth '
lands they were warm and
10
on the whole cool and even. In e -V.: of temperature began in
.
.
th summer nse
fluctuat.tng.
At all staoons e .
•
..
December and the winter drop in May.
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bo ix degrees Jower in the highlands th•"
s generally a ut s
d'
In t h e highla.nds
-•
s wa
. th
ist forest interme nee.
in the lowlands, with e r::t time of occurrence of the minim~
'clnight was the commo
· h
mi
Th
ost common occurrences were in t e morning
temperature
e next m
h
1·k .
round five ~r six o'clock. In the lowlaod~clnit.erhe wbas 11 ew1se a con.
. of nurum
· · um temperatures at rru g t, ut. ess so than in
ccnuaoon
the highlands. On the other hand, th~ occurrences in the morning
were decidedly more common, and shghdy later.
J,finilfllllfl Te111pmit11n

Thi

Maxi11111111 Te111ptral,m
The lowland maximum was usually about 15 degrees higher than
the maximum in the highlands. At all stations, the maxima occurred
mainly in the early afternoon, round 1 p.m., but at the two highland
stations there was an additional grouping of them at and near midnight.
.
Possible explanations for the groupings of maximum and minimum
temperatures are discussed in the original paper.
WOODLAND
TYPE I-ACACIA SCRUB

From photographs, historical records (which mention its encroach~e.nt as far back as 1894) and the proportion of old to young trees,
1t 1s clear that Acacia scrub is rapidly spreading into areas which
were formerly grassland. This is a major farming problem over most
?f th~t part of t~e Eastern Cape Province which is below ;,ooo feet
10
alutude, and in many low-lying parts of Natal and the Transvaal
~ w.ell. The fact that Acaria karroo is South Africa's most widelydi~ta!uted tree suggests that it is the least exacting in its demands,
at it would therefore often be the first to migrate into an area
avourable to trees. One could also expect to find pure and perroa·
ncnt stands more and
.
more strongly marked according as the areas
were progres51vely Jes
· d
s swte to trees-as far as such areas were not
too ··-c:avo bl
wu, ura c to prcclud ·
·
th
presence of homo
e its growth completely. Thus
e
an area suited t ~eneous and stable Acacia thickets indicates not
o vtgorous tree g
th b
lands might be main . cd
row , ut one where healthy grass·

:r:

E

.

tam

.

xpenmcnts have shown tha A .
th
absence of grass COmpeti .
t caoa grows much better in e
tton, and the behaviour of Acacia communities,
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in general, indicates that grass acts almost like a pr,itective skin which
has to ~ ruptured ~fore the Acacia can grow. This gives support
to the widely-held view that uncontrolled grazing, and the consequent
destruction of the grass cover, are the basic causes of scrub encroachment, and although the tree has many uses, it is, in the form of scrub,
a pest which occupies ground that could be occupied by grass of far
greater value both for fodder and as a protection to the soil.
There is with decreasing rainfall a limit beyond which Acacia
cannot normally exist, and it can be expected to disappear from the
landscape in general between the 20-inch and Is-inch isohyets. Where
the rainfall is below 15 inches it can continue growing along watercourses and at the sides of roads, where excess water collects, but
where the annual· rainfall is less than five inches it is usually completely absent. It does not appear to be adversely affected by a high
rainfall.
It cannot stand cold winters, as is shown by its absence or scarcity
in the region bounded by Johannesburg, Belfast, Harrismith, Mac·
!ear, Cala, Middelburg, Sutherland, De Aar, Bloemfontein and Kroon·
stad. The temperature map shows this region to be the coldest pact
of the Union. High temperatures, however, do not appear to limit
its distribution.
It is attacked by a great number of natural enemies, of which weevil
are among the most important so far observed. They destroy nearly
a quarter of the seed crop. Because of the combination of hazards
that endanger the seeds and seedlings, abou~ 2,500 seeds ~us~ be
.p roduced for each seedling that becomes established. Co1¥1ts indicate
that the larger trees may be expected to produce an ~ver2ge of about
19 ooo seeds a year and that the crop may be heavier ~ dry years.
The seeds are spread by cattle certainly, and probably by bi.rds as w~ll,
.
· are strong winds• which
but the most unportant
agents o f disto'b uoon
in the Eastern Cape blow mostly from the west.
,.
d
nt of the seeds arc viable. Some of
Between So an 90 per ce b .
ch sample there is a prothem germinate within a few days, ut mhea kept constantly damp.
hi h
. dormant even w en
.
poruon w c remams
.
.
Jowly for three years at
... .
. hi
poruon conunues s
G ermmauon
1n t s pro
.
meability of the seed coat is the
least, and it appears that the lrpetill rminatC norawly when they
only reason for the delay. ~cc s wd
dry place some will tctl)aio
.arc stj)l soft and green, and if store
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t Bcause of the delay in germination, .
1
1
viable for ~7 years _at :i:rate figures for the nte of germination . t
is not possible to give
a sudden abundance of seedlings btn
• Ut
th.e IieId· Veld fires oiuse
ed b the burn, the "--•
nrnu number of seedlin
because some are damag . y
Id normally be.
gs
is liJceJy to be lower than it wou
.
It is clilficult to kill seedlings by bum.10g after they have grown
. h high and in spite of statements to the contrary
about 14 inc es
'
b
6
'
experiments indioite that goats takfeAgr~s y pbre e~ehnce, and that
they will not keep ground free o
cao~ scru wit out seriously
damaging the veld. Except wh~ the seedlings are very youn~, both
these methods _will tend to thicken the scrub by encouraging· the
growth of coppice shoots.

lllld 15 feet above gr?und level, and larger numbers of broad-leafed
Euphorb1as occur as small and rare ·
..
t rees. Tree
· f h b h
commuruues towards
· appearance
rh c margtn o t e us only. . A species of Cycad makes tts
and so do several trees foreign
. to the drier ty·pes. Most of the trees'
support a d:nse growth of_lichens. Flowering plants and fems also
occur as ep1phytcs, and climbing plants are common. There is a
little light timber from trees of Boerboon (Schotia fatijolia) Cape
Chestnut (Calodendr11m capeme), Kaffir Plum (Harplphyllum ,;jfrum),
Yellow-woo~ (Podocarp,u . rPP_·), Red Currant (Rhus Jegati), Thom
Pear (Scolop1a spp.) and White Ironwood (Vepris lanceolata), but in
general the use of this type remains restricted to wattles, firewood
and browsing f?r cattle.

TYPI! ?-FORT COX SCRUB

TYPE 5-

4

This is a mixed and thorny type of woodland between seven

and ten feet high, grayish in colour and found where the rainfall
averages about 13 inches a year. It may form thickets or the bushes
may be scattered, with Digitaria, Panicum, Themeda and Cymbopogon making up the grass cover between them. Tree Euphorbias
are common. The trees are too small to yield any useful timber, and
their chief econom_ic use is io providing firewood, or browsing for
stock.. It is ~ood cattle country, and can maintain cattle through
the wmter without their losing condition, but with uncontrolled
grazing it deteriorates, because the scrub tends to thicken and to
encroach on all the open spaces.
TYPI! 3-NQHUMl!YA SCRUB

The scrub of this type is taller, denser and greener than in type z,
and has fewer spiny plants. Tree Euphorbias are present but uncom;o~ an~ although ~he ';!ees arc again too small to yield any useful
m r, amber species like White Pear (A',.,,.,. d" ·m· , ) White
Ironwood (V. ·1 I.
:r'!J•tl 1m1 a,a ,
arc present in
ance~lata) and Sncezewood (Ptaeroxylon obliq1111111)
over u feet an7th!u~ty. Th~ average height of the trees is a little
~tcr a little over two inches. Grassy glades,
containing th
c same speacs as thos f
·
· The
effects of uncontrolled stockin
~. ~ type 2, are pr~~ne?t. ,
- that is the scrub thi k
g arc similar to those obtauung Ul type 2
'
ccnsandencroach es on the grassy. spaces. ,

't7

'nl>E 4-ZANYOKWE BUSH

Open spaces arc not found in

.
.
'.
than the preceding types. It has type 4, which 1s nearer to forest
an unbroken canopy between 10

DRY FOREST

As distinct from the first four, type 5 may be taken as true forest,
although a dry form of it. It docs not occur where the rainfall is
below about 29 inches a year. The level of the canopy is 40 feet
more or less, but the average height of all the trees is about half that.
Lianes of many species are numerous, several plants that have a bushy
habit in the drief types changing here into creepers or scramhlers.
Epiphytes are abundant throughout. There is a deep layer of leaf
mould and a dense undergrowth in which practically the only grasses
are the forest species Oplismenus hirlellus and Stipa dregeana.
At altitudes up to about 2,500 feet the commonest pioneer. of
th.is type is Acacia, which gives protection and shelter to seedling
forest trees, and these in tum grow up, shading and killing the Acacia
in the process, and spreading outward until they merge and form
an unbroken community.
Most of the trees in type 5 are not thorny and are readily eaten
by stock ; consequently uncontrolled grazing ten~s to destroy the
forest instead of thickening it as it thickens the drier types.
TYPE 6-MOIST FOREST

. c d .
where the rainfall averages about 3 5
T ypc 6 is
.
roun in ~rcas .
rcciabl cooler than in the
1:Jlches and upwards, and in ~ clim~\:fchla ex:cpted. 'fhc height
other woodland t ypes, the hig~~ in laces to 70 and over where
of the canopy is about 50 feet, rislllg
(Podo,arpus spp.) and Black
the best specimens grow of Yellow-~oohalf the trees arc Onderbos
lronwood (Oita /allrifolia), but near Y

J
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cies that does not reach the canopy
(Trichoclad111 elliptir111)'. a sin sa
plants and ferns, grasses and sedg~
The undergro,~h JS rtch
'hie ground is usually damp and covered
being of m111or unportan_c~. t eams run down all the larger kloofs.
.
with humus, and perenma s r
. .
r
d on the margins of tlus type. Boekenhout
Acacra JS not ,oun
f
h
,__ h' ) ·s the commonest o many t at can grow
..
,:
f
f
d
.
(Ra,panea Pltllll1op ,oeos l
.
IJ O f hi h are theoretically the ,ore- ront o an a vancl.Ilg
m the open a
w c
hi £i
• f: 11
area of for~st, but where stocking is heav: tbi u~t:n ~ s away
unless the trees in question are armed or s r~ Yd· . t erw1se, cattle
eath them for shelter, and ID oing so effectually
congregate ben
·
f
dli
prevent the establishment of a new generation o see ngs.
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TYPE 7- MACCHIA

Macchia or fynbos is a general term for short evergreen bushes
with small and hard leaves. It covers large areas of the Keiskammahoek
District between the forest patches and above them, and is made up
of numbers of different species of bushes, most of them superficially
very much alike. There are three important ones which between them
make up the bulk of the macchia-Clifforlia linearifolia where the altitude is below 4,000 feet, Cliffortia pa11CiJtaminea and Erica brownleeae
whc:rc: it is above 4,000 feet.

Clijforlia linearifalia
This species usually gtows about three feet high. It cannot
exist where the rainfall is under about 30 inches a year, and although
always closely associated with the forests it is never found inside them,
for str~ng light is essential to its healthy growth. It flowers abundantly
at ~ times of the year, nor is there any lack of seedlings in the commuruty wherever the light is adequate.
If there is ~ufficient grass, Cliffortia linearifolia is avoided by stock
and ts able to flower and set seed unchecked, but the competition
from. the grass
. spread is a very slow process. w·th
. ensures that its
1
hfvier stocking the grass cover is no longer able to hinder the spread
0
~ h~ffortia seedlings, and a dense stand of macchia becomes
esta ls e much more quickly. When once this has happened, it
1s use ess to try to eradi
h
rri.
must be kill d b ch
. cate t e bushes by grazing alone. J.11eY
cleared the e ybe oppmg or burning, then when the area has beert
This s~bjeJ :;reatf:C:~ed from .re?1rning by controlled grazing.
ore detail m the main paper.
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'I'he evidence so far collected is that c ·,,;rr. 1 · 1·
;r.1· ·
''J1 or ta mean o ,a JS succesthan the grasses but that 1·t ··1 · rth
sionally .more advanced
.
,
1s neve eess
1
not a .climax con_imu_ruty except probably in exposed places. Where
there 1s shelter, 1t gives way to forest.
Clijforlia pa11ciJfaminea and Erica brownleeae ·

These two plants are so alike in their behaviour that they are
conveniently considered togeth.er: They occur from the peaks of
the Amatole Range down to an altaude of about 4,ooo feet, sometimes
scattered, but more often in dense impenetrable masses with a deep
]ayer of trash beneath them. Their height is usually about five feet,
and their growth most luxuriant on the south-facing slopes. The
ground they occupy is shared more or less equally between them.
Like Clifforfia linearifolia, they cannot tolerate shade, and tend !O
become established· more easily in places where the grass cover has
been removed or weakened, but given ti.n}e they will encroach even
·upon well-managed or protected grassland. They set seed and germinate in such abundance that burning is the only practicable method
of checking them-and checking them is necessary on grazing grounds,
for cattle eat them only in times of great scarcity and reluctantly even
then.
As the community is most inflammable, periodic di,sastrous fires
must be regarded as inevitable in macchia country. ·They leave the
ground they traverse totally bare, but if the weather is favourable a
new cover of plants springs up surprisingly quickly, grasses and
herbs showing up within a month and macchia (in the form of see~lings) within four. The areas that were under the densest macchia
are the last to recover, firstly because dense macchia has an exceedingly
meagre growth of plants beneath it, and secondly because the great~r
heat of the fire in such places destroys most of what seed_ there. IS.
Unlike the grasses, macchia is killed by a hot fire, regeneration bemg
nearly always from seed.
. slopes south o f the escarpment and above the
If the mountam
d
,:
· dications are .that the grass
iorests
are protected from £ire, th e m
· 1an·n
areas on them will change to macchia, with ~oss1b1e ehxcebehpoo~ I
Thi5 1· 5 hown besides by t e
av1our
the most windswept places.
re;ords of surveyors and by
:
of protected plots of grassland, ~} the f th mountains inaccessible
the presence of macchia in a certain part;n fi:es except when chance
to cattle and out of reach of the m~un
firebrands are blown in by strong wIDds.
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. to , evidence is given by numbers of people

Contradk toie Mountains during the la~t century o r in the lllho
knew the _Ama d who state that the mountauis were then pure tarly
days of this, an d
av be explained by a record made by t.r grass.
land This para ox m .
f
.
nutcl.:_
·
h h was Conservator o Forests wuh headqua '"'1S
· 1887 w en e
rters ·
"1.
·w'.
wn. "Above the natural forests on the A- 111
K10gw1 ams to
·
f
.
, unato~
. . ranges are extensive rraets
and P~
. o waste
. mountain land '"hi
w~
1s every Wtnter a source of an .
b urns ann uallv, in fierce /ires and
b 1 ,, F'
lUety
ires are the surest for .
to those in charge of the forest. e ow.
d..
~m
checking the spread of macchia, an 1t 1s sugge~ted that the histo
of the vegetation is as follows : !he mountain slopes above thry
forests were originally under macchia as tall and dense as any to ~
found today. At some time in South Africa's prehistory, man started
firing the slopes. Little by Httle, as the ~acchia became sparser, the
lire-resistant grasslands obtamed a footing, and spread until the
macchia was confined to the spots where fues could not easily penetrate. It was when they were in this condition that the· mountains
were first known to Europeans. As the country became settled and
as the people and their stock increased, the gr~sslands were cropped
short and /ires became weaker an cl less frequent, until the macchu
was able to increase again and re-establish itself over much of its
former home.
Except where basins and gorges provide shelter, and except
for stunted individuals here and there, forest trees are a rarity in the
highland macchia, and even in the sheltered spots mentioned, forest
patches ~e composed of seldom more than eight species, usually
the same l.!l all the patches and in addition known for their tolerance
of unfavourable conditions. Other evidence which cannot be disc~ssed here also suggests that the upper slopes of the Amatole' Moun·
t~!Os are u_nf~vourable to the establishment of natural forest, and that .
t e macclna is probably the climax in these parts.
GRASSLAND

The grasslands fall
· the
warm areas with a
na~urally into two great classes, that lfl asid
I
that in the
ow rainfall being known as the sweetveld, .
I
1
~"~
difference between
the w.etter areas as the sourveld. The_ ess~
. cer
as well as in
m ls that the sweetveld is palatable lfl Wlfl
summer and h
on1Y·
The sourveld is
d '
t e sourveld palatable in summer th
ma e up of tall bunched grasses vigorous in grow '
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.
those in the sweetveld being smaller d 1
rnixed with thorny scrub.
an ow-growmg, and usually

Sweetveld
Most of the sweetveld has been bad!)· tre t d · h
. f
h
. .
a e tn t e past and has
changed greati y rom t e ongmal mixture of R ·
(Th
·
D' · · ) d
001gras
emeda)
(
G
Finger rass
1g1tana an Buffalo Grass (Panicum) which is th;
rule 1n well-managed or protected areas. Panicum and Themeda are
usually the firs~ to go when conditions change for the worse. Digitaria
manages_ to e10st together with the Eragrostis and Sporobolus which
take their place, and these three usually remain until conditions are
so bad that they yield their places to Cynodon (Kweekgras) and
Karroo shrublets.
Large communities of weeds are a feature of ruined sweetveld,
the commonest being several species of Senecio, Bulbint a1phctkloidu
and Chinche.r inchee (Ornithogalum thyrioitks). There is proof that
uncontrolled grazing increases the Oroithogalum out of all proportion
to its normal incidence in the veld, and strong evidence that this is
true also of Bulbine and Senecio. The Ornithogalum and many
Senecios are poisonous, but as they are avoided by stock they seldom
cause losses.
Sollf'Veld
At the lower limits of the sourveld, that is near the sweetveld
zone, the dominant grass is Themeda. With increasing rainf~II,. a
mixture of other grasses and herbs makes an appearance, and 10 Its
typical form the sourveld has a much richer Aora than the swee~eld
in respect both of grasses and non-grasses. Themeda, however, is a
member of the sourveld even in the highest and wettest parts of the
. . b
·son normally· uncommon
mountains and although 1t is Y compan
f h th
'
it at the expense o t e o er
there, hard grazing tends .to encourage
b
gradually scarcer
grasses. If this is continued, the Them~~/.a
together with
111
.
d S
b ,
,t,,
• and Sporowus cen ~·-,, •
ag3:1n an
po:o OJIIS. earns, 1
The last stage is when ·the
thett close allies, gam the ascendency.
t of the well-known HeltWeakened grasses become covered _by a ~\ d by Schonland in the
chrysum aravro,phy/111111 which was rnvesuga \ggressive weed, that its
,,,
d h t it was not an
h.
early 192o's. He showe t a
d razing, and that t e g~ass
spread was due solely to ~contr~!ry~um areas. 'I'he informauon
~ould easily be brought back into ~ The presence of this hardy p~t,
1s contained in his pamphlet of 1 9 7·

ec:;.
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which Schonland called "a blessing in disguise," prevents the fo _
mation of bare areas, for it persists and protects the soil in all but Vetry
heavily trampled parts.

THE RELATION OF GRASSLAND TO WOODLAND

It is a matter of common knowledge that the water requirements
of ~horny scrub are less than those of the forest which occupies the
mountain slopes above it, but it is not so generally known that the
macchia also is a more xerophytic type of vegetation than the forest.
This ~ shown not o~ly by its anatomical structure but also by its
behaviour, and there 1s general agreement on the soundness of this
view among most writers who deal with its distribution.
. As ~o the reason t:or its _occurrence on the Amatole highlands,
With their cool and rrusty climate and abundant rainfall; there are
many autliors whose work goes to show that the influence of the moist
co~dltions at high altitud.es may be greatly lessened by other forces
. which ma~e the water unavailable to the plant. A t high altitudes in
. general, winds are stronger, the solar radiation is more intense and the
atmospheric pressure less, and these three forces cause an increase
~n the wa~cr-loss of the plants growing there. In addition, the soils
m the ~e1s~ammahoek highlands have a peaty texture and are often
f~ozen tn wmter-two further causes of physiological drought. At
umes, therefore, conditions on the mountains are unfavourable to
pl~nt growth, and it is the xerophytic macchia which can better
withstand their severity than the trees.
fli Of all the unfavourable forces mentioned wind by its drying
e e~ t\t~rs to be the most harmful to trees. , For trus reason they
1
~st~. s t ~mselves_ only with the greatest difficulty where shelter js
:~ ing, anh /ccor~gly g rass, which is less affected by reason of its
1
.d growdt biorm, ts often the dominant community on flats plateaus,
n ges an uttress slope r ·
,
and sweetveld b
s. t ts sourveld in the forest zone and above,
1
eow.

In its essentials the
symmetrical one the, £ pattbern of the vegetation is thus seen to be a
,
orests ein th
·
d b ing
flanked on either sid b h
g e centre of the system, an e .
e Y s orter woodland which has g rass in its drier
areas.
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ECONOMIC BOTANY

Even a superficial examination shows un . k bl
.
.
f h C
m1sta a y that with
the exception o t e r rown forests, the vegetation of th e w ho1e di strtn
.
has un d ergone a pro1ound change for the worse within the last hundred
Years. Records from newspapers and Government fil es repon a bundance before I 890,. and
. scarcity
. after 1910, from which one m 3LY
deduce th.at th~ _beguuung of this century was the likely turning-point
in the composltlon of the veld.
By controlled grazing, improved methods of agriculture and the
clearing of useless vegetation there is no doubt that the disrrict could
supp ort many more people than it does at present, and that without
the deterioration of soil and vegetation that is at present going on.
This, however, may not be the complete solution to the problem, for
history shows that there has been a very large increase in the population during the past hundred years, and although one cannot with
certainty predict a like increase in the future, the possibility is one
that should not be summarily dismissed. While it is not suggest,ed
that planning should be extended to cover the remote future, it does
nevertheless seem advisable that planners should look a great deal
further ahead than has in the past been thought necessary, and d1at
consideration should be given to the needs of a possibly larger
population.
Methods of reclamation have been touched on in the main paper
but not discussed in detail, for they are well know? to the
of
the Native Affairs Department and are being put into practice. by
·
· ·
sted that the followtng
them. As to the future policy, tt ts sugge
points should be borne in mind : -

s?1f

Sweetveld

.

.
.
lled razing, should be th~ m:am
1.
Restmg, followed by contra
g ver Reseeding 1s nor
· · l grass co ·
method of restoring the or1gma
considered necessary at present. . .
k way for pastures with
hit w111 ma e
2..
Scrub clearing, al th oug
b ttempted before the a:rea
.
h ld not e a
.
a higher carrying capacity, s ou
h m may be done by removing
for
great
ar
·
t1.=ng
to
h as been fenced into camps,
.
11 d grazing permits no ,u
even noxious vegetation if unc~ntro oef Acacia scrub, should begin
take its place. deariog, espe~tallyf cleared ground by fresh seed.
frorn the west, to avoid infcstaoon

°
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r

.b.li · c r irrigation should be explo red and
The poss1 1 ues ,,0
. .
h
•
atten
3·
t of land before 1t 1s broug t under CU!tiv . ·
·
·
to the aspec
.
ation
uon given
d western slopes should be avoided, for thev f: ·
North-western an
.
.
. ·
, ace
the sun wl1en t hc ternpe racure 1s at its maximum.
s should be -protected as far as possible froni
4. Stream bank
cultivation and grazing.

VEGETATION AT RIVER SOURCES
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SOURCES

Soll11)e/d
The precipitous slopes at the _headwaters of the Chatha River
should be dosed to grazing except lll times of emergency.

OF THE KEISKAMMA RIVER

(Amatole Mountains)

1.

z. In spite of its uselessness for grazing, macchia forms an
excellent protection for the soil. The abuse of grassland constitutes
so serious a menace to the people of the district and to others who
are dependant on the Amatole water, that it is recommended that
attempts should not be made to bring macchia areas under grass
unless there are facilities for the strict control of the grazing.
3. When taken in hand, the eradication of macchia could probably
best be done by burning parts along the contours in rotation, season
by season, and in descending order to prevent re-infestation by seed
washed down from above. The unburnt parts would check the
run-off from the burnt areas.
4· Because macchia is probably the climax on the Amatole
highlands, and because it is unpalatable to stock, the occasional u~e
of fire must form part of any plan which aims at the maintenance of
a grass cover in the sourveld of the Keiskamma basin.

by
R. LINDSAY ROBB

The investigation described in this paper, forms part of a comprehensive survey into all aspects of Native life and welfare in the
District of Keiskammahoek which has been carried out by the National
Council for Social Research. · This particular investigation would not
have been possible without the assistance and fullest co-operation of
the Department of Native Affairs. The Department sub-divided the
area-approximately 3,000 acres- into four camps in 194s. but owing
to staff difficulties due to wa.r conditions it was not possible to exercise
full control of the grazing until 1948. The area is under the adt.ninistrative control of the Native Commissioner, Alice, Mr. T. D. Cordingley
and the burning and fencing of additional grazing pl_ots was done
by Messrs. J. E. Puttick and A. Hamann of the Agncultural Staff,
Native Affairs Department, Alice.
A botartlcal survey of the area was carried out by Mr. R. St~ry,
N ti
I B
·cal S
and the botanical analysis of the grazmg
a ona. otaru
urvey, .
M J H Kotsokoane (postand fertilised plots was ca.med out ~y _r. · The au es and watergraduate student), Witwatersrand Uruv~f:Yi,, the ti;ation Departtable apparatus were supplied and ms!cordej by Mr. G. K. McCune
ment, and the weekly measurements r ded to Rural Survey. For
of the Native Affairs Department,_ seco~ constructive criticism from
these valuable services, and for advi:s:rch Station, Dr. J. W. RowMr. C. V . Pienaar, Dohne Pasture .
Department of Agnculture,
i.
_d D
fResearchand Education,
lilil , . ivision o
d University, an d Mr. R· Ba kc r,
Dr. R . L. Davidson, Witwatersran
l!
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. D rtment I wish to express m y since re thanks a d
Native Affairs epa
'
n
appreciation.
I d
ill
This investigation is by no means comp ere ' as w be apparent
d its continuation for a number of years is high!
from the paper, an
. .
l
1 d b .
y
· view of the swking resu rs area y o t3.Uled and th
b
necessary, ut m
.
. .
th
c
,
L:- possibilities of their applicauon to o er areas delay 1,ar-reacnmg
.
.
·t bl
Id
' .
n
the publication of the mformauon now avai a e wou not be Justified.
The key to rehabilitation of the Di_strict of Keisk~ahoek llnd
large areas beyond lies ~ the r~torauon of the vegetauo~ on the
Amatole Mountains and its effective control afterwards. This mountain range, which rises to a height of 6,360 feet at Hogsback, has a
high annual rainfall and is the source of many important streams
and rivers. It also forms the watershed of a large and potentially
productive region.
Surveys carried out during the last two years have revealed
that serious deterioration of the vegetation on a vast scale has occurred
during the last half century. The grass on " sponge " areas, which
are Nature's collectors of rain-water to supply the springs, streams,
rivers, etc., has been eaten and trampled out, and many of the streams
which would normally feed the rivers have dried up. Exposure
of the soil to the wind and the rain, where immediate replacement
of the denuded grass sward by other vegetation did not take place,
has resulted in erosion of varying degrees of severity.
Schonland1 (1917) states:It hu been roughly eatimated that over sixty squ•tc miles of ptcviously excdknt
been mott or less taken pocsession of by an cvcdaning, Htli1"'71J1M tlTtJ""
JJl,JII-, locally known as "Amatob weed," which even a hungry goat wiU not toueh·
~r. E. B. Dwyer, Conservator of Forests Kingwilliamstown wrote to me in i9u:
L~wos '~:'.~nofed u ~eiskam, Hock from,1889-1893, and tbc'arcos now alf"ected ,irere
t ucn stretU>Q
wnmg
.
.
.
the
pound behind
rootga.s m autumn and the paths up from Mnyameru to
"ett sattcly visible from below."
posiunge hu

The
losses cannot, of course be accurately assessed•
. resulting
.
b ut the1r
seventy d · .
•
· g
over a vast area ~ srgmlicaoce are beyond all doubt. Th~ ~razlllof
gallons of water have~ almost ~ompletely destroyed, ~lJjonsand
lost through lack of
en _sw~pt into the sea in flooded r1v~rs. n
these areas that th ~e~etation to hold the rain as it fell, and it is 0
,
.. e g est rainfall occurs ; the undergroun~
No ~ . S., Reclamation f R ·
B /fl/~
. ll, t917.
. o u1ned Pasturage on the Am2tolas," StitfKI N
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have been deprived_ of their natural sources of replenishment, thousands of tons o f ~oil have been carried away by the wind and in the
Aooded muddy rivers after heavy rains, and the decline in fertility
through losses of grass, water and soil marks the culmination of a
tong period of neglect and mismanagement.

According to reliable information from various sources the
vegetation on the mountain range, io years ago, consisted mairtly of
rooigras (Thenuda triandra), and was said to have an exceptionally
high stock-carrying capacity 1- two to three cattle per acre for seven
to eight months of the year. This apparently was a common rate
of stocking on the mountain grassland in those days and it may .well
be that this was accepted as the stock-carrying ,apadty.
There is a fundamental difference between "rate of stocking"
and " stock-carrying capacity," and there is still great confusion
between the terms and urgent need for their clarification. In the
utilisation of the natural veld the prime consideration is not how much
beef, milk, mutton or wool we can produce; the prime consideration
is what we can produce of thest'. animal products withou~ dctrime~t
to the vegetation in performing its major function of_ h~lding the soil
and the water. This is of supreme imponancc ; tt 1s m fact the
corner-stone in veld management.
Stock-carrying capacity means the n~mber ~f animals that c~n be
supported on a given area-for their parucular . needs- without
lowering the capacity of the vegetation to hold the soil ~d the water.
Rate of stoc/eing is simply the number of animals on a given ar~a and
. regardless (In
. ,ract o ften 1s
· ) of the mai· or cons1derat1on.
may be quite
.
.
It is clear beyond all doubt that the rate of stocking on ~e
h been in excess of the carrymg
Amatoles during the last jO years as .
.
"th w· discriminate
.
.
d his in coniuncuon w1
capat"1ty of the vegetanon an t •
f th razing animals
burning and ~ack of control of the mov~~::0°rigi:aigrooigras sward
has resulted 10 a complete ~rcakdow:d f nbos over wide areas.
and its replacement by hehchrysum
y . d above the forest
d th higher a1utu es
.
Helichrysum has mvade
e
rca of the mountain range.
level and now extends over a very 1arge a the warm dry slopes which
. d . . abundant on
bli h
Above 3 ooo feet alutu
e it JS •
ditions for its esta s ment
•
t suitable con
had
appear to provide the mos
. d d the moist and s
Y areas.
. h not 10va e
and development, but 1t as
1

Keet,

J.

D., M1111oranl""'
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.
belief among farmers that helichrysum can .
It 1s a common
· tn-vad
. . b d
.
d f
d" oining areas where 1t 1s a un ant. This is nl e
•
d I .,. .
o ya
their Ian rom a J
half truth and therefore very misleading, an c arincation is necessa .
Helichrysum eannol invade. veld or other grassland unless the turf
broken through over-grazmg, cattle-tracks and fire-br~ks, etc. It
never invades well managed veld and no one need fear Its mtroduction
from adjoining infested areas so long as the sward remam unbroken.

l

Fynbos has also invaded the mountain range on an exten .
scale from Hogsback round to Gwili-Gwili and Charybdis. It inv s~-ve
damaged grassland on areas too moist for helichrysum and is ~ cs
commonly found on the higher altitudes where moisture conditi:st
and shade are unfavourable for helichrysum. On the moister ar ns
5
fynbos becomes very thick and almost impenetrable but more 0 ;
under drier conditions. There are transition areas on Wolf Platea:
and Mount Thomas where conditions ate partially suitable for both
helichrysL1m and fynbos and they are found together.
The primary function of all natural vegetation is to hold the
soil and water and i_t is i_mperati~e tba:t its utilisation and management be based on this maior consideration. This applies even-mor~
forcibly to ~ountain-ranges- watersheds- than to less steep country
of lower alutude. The highest precipitation of rain occurs on the
mountains which are our main sources of water supplies. If there is
adequate, pr~perly managed, plant cover on these regions the rain is
held. where Jt falls ; the plants are provided with their moisture
requirements and the balance not lost in transpiration and evaporation
seeps down to feed the springs and streams- river-sources-and the
underground supplies.
Until effective measures are applied for the restoration and main.
tenance of the -vegetatio f thi hi hi
nl th
n
s g y vulnerable watershed reg10n,
0
not hi Y e District of Keiskarnmahoek but all other areas dependent
on t s source for wate
·
·
· th
=;~f: ll f
h
r must mev1tably become mote arid w1th e
·=•
a o eac succeedin
·
'
· ·u
be less and Jes ffi . g year appeanng to diminish because 1t WJ
s e ecttve.
If it is accepted
d ·
.
function of a mounc711 It ca~ h~rdly be disputed-that the maior
1
with provision of g °: ve~etauon 1s to hold the soil and the water,
the problem of resto~~Zing ~r ~tock a secondary consideration, then
ed from this angle. An~~r~n
~~e maintenance should be appr?a~vegetation of fynbos and : t is It follows naturally that the eX1S?11g
chrysum must be considered mamlY

°
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in relation to capacity or incapac· ~
.
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the first and major function of a ~ty ohr holding soil and water.
.
atcrs ed vegetation.
If this funet1on were being ade
1
would be a simple one of fencing to p~'::{ tkrformed th~ problem
leaving for a moment consideration of th
area from livcstockviding suitable grazing.
e secondary functton of proBut this survey of the Amatolcs revealed 1
helichrysum are n ot adequately performing the efunar1Y that fynbos and
·
Th ey d o not provide a suffia·
c
shed vegetation.
1CtJon
d of a water·
· as 1t
· f:alls ; there arc too many em Y ense cover. ·to
ho Id a II t h e ram
Open spaces exposing
.
the b are so il , an d erosion through run-off is inevitable
·
·
severity with the steepness of the land Losses of soi·! an,dvaryuig 10
.
·
water are
afford to lose either. The contn·buuon
·
taking .place,
.
. and we
. cannot
to grazi?g 1s praCtJca11 y ru1, since helichrysum is inedible to stock and
fynbos 1s only rubbled under stress of hunger when there is nothin
·to~
g
This calls for action to eradicate the existing vegetation and
replace It by a grass sward of the type which dominated the mountain
range 50 years ago. A dense grass cover will hold all the rain as it
falls and prevent erosion of the soil which will no longer be exposed
to the wind and the rain but firmly held by millions of plant rootlets.
~ g rass sward may also contribute se>mething for the grazing animals
and for the rebuilding of soil fertility lost during the last 50 years
through wind and water erosion.
·
We are singularly fortunate in that some valuable data were
available on helichrysum eradication. A quarter of a century ago the
late Dr. Schonland Professor of Botany at Rhodes University College,
observed that inv;sion of helichrysum was taking place over wide
areas on the Amatoles and he set out to find the causes and, if possible,
Ways and means of 'destroying it and restoring the original grass
vegetation.
Schonland1 found that helichrysum invasion follo_we~ tJ:ie _des.
h
razing and 111discrmunate
tructton of the grass sward throug overg
.
k
bu ·
.
·
e in evidence where overgrazmg too
rrung, and this was even mo(
d fortunate accident
.I",
b
O · tO what he terme a
,
Piace 4.;ter
.
.
urning.
wmg
About a quarter of his
Schonland made some important discovenes.
·
·
'Schonland, S., Ibid.
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.
1 lot (ten acres) in the Gxulu Location beyond lh
expcnmenFta P
co·dentaJlv burned bv a fire staned by the Nat1· e
Gweleka oresl was a
,.
·
d
b
ves
.d
Thi provided him with burned an un urned veld Wit!.: _
outSJ e.
s
d
l C
"1II
the experimental plot-fenced an~ un er contro - ,or comparison
with burned and unburned veld outside, where no control was exercised

After 17 months' resting the burned ponion wit~ the enclosed
experimental area exhibited a d~nse sw:id of grass, ~:unlr rooigras,
but the unburned portion remained helichrysum dominant with very
little grass. Outside the fenc~ on the burned uncontrolled area,
overgrazing prevented re-establishment of the gra.ss, and helichr)'Sum
remained dominant. On the unburned and protected area within the
enclosure replacement of helichrysum by grass was so slow that
Schonland could not even give an approximate estimate of the time
when grass might again become dominant.
The results of Schonland's work have now been applied to an
area of some 3,000 acres on the Yantolo Communal Grazing Reserve
near the Hogs back Mountain which was heavily invaded by helichrysum
and fynbos. The grass, formerly rooigras dominant, had been heavily
overgrazed and trampled out and had vinually disappeared, and
" sponge " areas with streams formerly feeding the Tyhume River,
a tributary of the Kciskamma River, had dried up.
The procedure adopted by Schonland was followed, and the
results he obtained have so far been repeated and confirmed. The
whole area was .r~sted for a year to induce as much growth as possible
around the helichrysum, which is very resistant to fue, and it was
~urned a~ the end of the dry season- July-August, 1949. H clichrysum
JS so resistant to .lire that it can only be successfully burned at the
end of the dry w10ter season before the spring rains set in.
. The dcst:t:uction of helichrysum by fire should not be confused
with ~e bumwg of grassvcld. Experimental work on veld burning
at various centres in South Africa has shown that the most sarisfacrory
are obtained
by
g irnme
·
diate1y after th e fi rst ,..,..,
_;..,s. in
sresults
rin and
tha
. burrun·
.
.P g
t detcnorauon of the vegetation results from buriung
J.n autuDU1. But ah lich
· hiP
. e rysum 1'n£estcd area has little or no relaoons
to grasS VC Id and lt
Cetta.1nJ
uld not be burned off after ram
. in
. sprlJlg,
.
Yco
Tbe results obtained th
as those obtained b S hat c Hogsback followed the same patte~
within I g
th Y c onland where good pasturage was restore
moo sofp t ·
·
animals.
ro ecung and resting the veld from graz!D&
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Th .

(i
1

On the Hogsback area water w
.
restored sponges into the small stream~
~hrough the gta$sthc time of burning the helichrysum.
Ithin Silt months from
:area all the rain is now held as it falls br ~: : no doubt that on this
is no longer any run-off from the surf;ce and~ grass co.ver, there
freely from the formerly dried-up small sere c car water 1s Rowing
.
ams lflto the Tyhume
River.
But, although there
arc now sufficient data av~
.:1able to eradicate
~ ll
helichrysum
successru
y,
arc still many prob!ems rcqwnng
..
.
. .
I there
.
further mvcsogauon. t 1s not yet known what contribution- if
:any-eift.h~ resto~ed;r:ican;akeilto grazing for stock without impairing
its . 1oen.cy ID o . g. c so . and th~ water which is the major
cons1derauon. .Defoliao~n ar different mtcnsicy levels and resting
periods of v:arymg duration call for funher investigation, also the
possible use of nitrogen 'tO hasten a more rapid and complete restoration of the grasses. The problem in a nutshell once the hclichrysum
is removed is what use can be made of the herbage without in any
way endangering the soil and water supplies.
The erad.ic,tion of helichrysum must be prcccJcJ by fencing of
the areas affected and followed by adequate protection from stock
until the grass has been completely restored. And subsequent grazing
must be so regulated and controlled that the stability of the vegetation
as a water source is not impaired. The effecr of failure to con1:1'ol
the grazing following the restoration of the grass after eradicauon
of hclichrysum is now very effectively demonstrat~ on Schonland's
experimental plot. The fences have been rcmo~cd s10ce 1946 and. the
plot has been subjected to the same overgraz10g and burrung !ince
then as the surrounding uncontrolled area. The f~rmccly reclaimed
experimental plot is now just as hclichrysum-dom1nant as the surrounding veld.
.
d and damaged grassland,
Fynbos, which also 1nvades ovcrgr:izch
b t the procedure
·
di
than helic rysum u
1s more difficult to era care
ed b fi rec bum at the end
appears to be similar. .Resting, follow . y da thee same care in prof
.
'lJ
dieate It an
o ~e dry season Quly), w1 era . c ~allv necessary as on treated
tecuon and management aftc~~ds JSwh~the~ of helichrysum, fynbos
helichrysum .areas. But eradication, Ji ·ted on the mountain range
or other undesirable plan~s, should ~ g in mind that t~e primary
to areas of potential graWlg only..
. to provide sccunty of soil
15
function of a watershed vcgctanon
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. • a water-source, and that the prov· .
.
· n and sta bili ty •5
1s1ort
a~t eros10
. f secondary importance, no 1tup land infcs
ed Th
· ted
f razing for stock 1s o a
o .g .
r f obos should be burn .
e exposure of Stec·
by helichrysu~ 0 by burning off existing vegetation-whatever tL~
slo=• to erosion Y
. ,_
th
•ie
,.- .
dangerous and part1cu1J<r1y so on
e areas of high
type-ts too
'
·
d
rainfall. If the steep slopes on the mount~s are protecte ~rorn stock,
they can well be left for natural revcgctauon as a protecuve agency
in these vu)iierable areas.
But it is not possible to consider the mountain vegctatiort as
an isolated unit apart from the other grassland in the district. If
the mountain vegetation is to be properly rehabilitated-and this
is essential as a security measure against losses of soil and water,
quite apart from any grazing potentialities-it will mean the withdrawal from grazing of large areas for prolonged periods. The
mountain grassland should be consii:lcrcd primarily as a water source,
with any possible contribution to grazing for livestock as of secondary
importance.
At present the gra:,ing for animals is so insignificant that all the
ftnttd arta1 on the mountain range infested by hclich.rysum and fynbos
should be closed to stock and prepared for reclamation on the basis
of a watersource. The fiat areas which offer additional possibilities
for grazing should be burned off at the end of the dry season LJuly)
and protected from stock afterwards until the grass has been restored.
The steep slopes should not be burned but protected . and left
for natural revegetation. While it is generally accepted that s~eep
arable land should not be cultivated because of the danger of er~s1~0,
much less thought has been given to the grazing of steep hill~de
and mount:un slopes although this practice has been the starting-powt
of much scnous erosion. Anyone who takes the trouble to observe
the movements of stock across steep slopes will notice how small
chunks of turf arc torn off bY thc feet of the grazing
.
· Is WI·th
aruma
chxposure of the bare soil to sun, wind and rain. No grazing by
eavy stock should ev be
.
..
er
penrutted under such. conditions.
In April 19io e· h
. -~l 1•
of the treated and'
t months after burning, a botanical ~Y5 }
the analysis were :eated areas was .carried out. The a.ims 0

The percentage of the area covered by the herbage and the percentage of the total basal cover were worked out. The figures are
based on the basal area concept and were obtained by mean~ of the
Bruce Levy Quadrat apparatus used in the manner descnbed by
West ( 1937) for determining basal area. There are_many other meth.ods
of botanical analysis but this method, now widely adopted, gives
the following information :(i) Total plant cover.
(ii) Total bare ground.
(iii) Species forming. the plant cover.
(iv) Contribution of each species to the basal cover.
The results of the analyses are as follows :I.-Basal cover, 7 per centSpecies : Themeda tria~d~a · ·

PLOT

Tri1ta,hya h1sp11Ja
Heteropogon ,~,,~~'1111
Ari1tida galpin11 • •
Eragrosti1 (ll!VII!"

••

' ··

Sporobo/111 ttnfrif11!JIS . .

Jtr

Elyo11/lf#J arge111t111
I.

(a) :r:a~btain a picture of the lioristic composition of the
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URCES

6J
(b) To mvesogate succession embracing th cJ!;
grazing, trampling, erosion b . c ccts of o~er· ·
fb
• urrung and protecoon
co1orusauon. o are and patchy areas an d competmon.
..
'
(,) To deterrrune. the effects of fertilisers O n thebas
a1 cover
and changes m composition of the sward.
The following areas were analysed :1. Four half-acre plots lying within the experimental area of
3,000 acres. These plots arc situated in typiai.l veld and
arc fenced off from the general veld and from each other.
2 • A small unfenced fertilised plot of 100 square yards and
an adjacent unfertilised control.
3. One half-acre plot, unfenced, in the untreated helichrysum
dominant area.
4 . A fenced and protected plot of half an acre north-west of
Chatha Forest Reserve for comparison with 1 and 1 above.
.

::

Har,,,,h/oa jalx . .
..
r
p/11111os,ts · ·
Tra&h]/YJ!fJ" ,u1;""4111s . . •
AmJropogon appe

.. approx.
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IL-Basal cover, 10 per cent-

Species : Themeda trian~~~ · ·
Aristida galptmt · ·
Tristachya hispida
Harpechloa falx
Heteropogon contortus
Eragrostis curvula
Eragrostis caesia
Andropogon appendiculatus
UL-Basal cover, 11 per centSpecies : Themeda triandra ..
·Sporobolus centrifugus
Eragrostis curvula
Heteropogon contortus
Tristach)'a hispida
Aristida galpinii ..
Harpechloa falx
Andropogon appendiculatus
Non-GramineaeClijjortia paucistaminea ..
Senecio species

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

60 %
17 %
7-5%
5-0%
2.5 %
2.5 %
2.5 %
2.5 %

PLOT

"
"

"
"
"

"
"

"

,,

41.4%
16.1 %
16.1 %
6.9%
6.9%
' 4.6%
2.3 %
. 2.3 %
. 2..3 %
2.3 %

"
IV.-Basal cover, 12 per centSpecies : Eragrostis caesia
"
Themeda triandra ..
"
Eragrostis curvula
"
Aristida galpinii .·.
"
Sporobolus centrifugus
"
Tristachya hispida
"
Harpechloa Jalx
"
Non-GramineaeSenecio species
.. ..
4. z%
Cl~fjorfia paucistaminea. . . .
"
2. 1 %
Helichrysum argyrophy!lum . .
::
2.1 %
The basal cover incre
f
by the fact that Plot I tses rom Pl~t I to Plot IV. This is explained
covered with heli hry es on sloping ground which was densely
1 .
c sum. Th
h
d .
re ation to their dist
f
e ot er plots were less affecte Ul
ance rom the xerocline.
PLOT
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These results confirm observ tt·
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a ons made d .
urvey
of
the
whole
experimental
unng
a
preliminary
5
.
.J:aarea. The veg t 1
.
atchy owmg to umerences in the d .
e a cover is still
ensity of H. /.' h
.
.
P
at the t1me of burrung. Localities whi h
etc rysum argyrophyllum
.
.
c Were dense!
d ·
helichrysum are recovering much
Y covere. with
·
more s1owly th th
.
were less affected.
an ose which

The1J1eda triandra (rooigras) is already 0 · ·
tn. strongly and
there is no doubt that it will eventually ~
Aristida, Eragrostis and Sporobolus.
us t e pioneer genera

~f

Its seeds prefer germinating in the shade of the pioneer g rasses ror
c .
.
It seldom colomses
hallow and spreading It ousts the ·
bare areas. I. ts roots
are
s
h
rtl
. .
·
pioneers, part1y by shading
h enng t em, pa Y by depnvtng them of their water suppl thr
and smot
· roots
h ·
(B
Y,
ough its
·
growing over t e1rs.
ews, 1918.)

EFFECT OF FERTILISERS

On 12th December, 1949, a small unfenced plot was dressed
with 4 cwts. per acre superphosphate and nitrogen in the form of
ammonium nitrate at a rate equivalent to 4 cwts . .per acre sulphate
~f-ammonia. An analysis of the sward on this and an adjacent unferttltsed control plot during April, 1950, gave the following results:-

Fertilised Plot
Basal cover
I 7. 3%
Themeda Triandra . . 30.4%

Control Plot
Basal cover
12.2%
Themeda triandra . . 24.4%

The species forming the basal cover in both plots are the same
as those in Plots I, II, III, IV.
.
UNTREATED HELICHRYSUM- DOMINANT AREA--

Basal cover, 9.3 per centSpecies : Helichrysun1 argJrophyllu,n
Themeda triandra . · ·
Sporobolus centrif11g11.r
Eragrostis curvula
Aristida galpinii · ·
Harpech/oa Jalx · · · ·
Andropogon appendie11/atJ1J'
Sedge species

approx. 56.7%

"

"

"
"
"

"

".

8.1 %

8.1 %
8,r%

5.4%
5.4%
z.7%
5.4%

...
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W (H-'TH-' FOR.EST lu:SER.\"EPROTECTEO PLOT N• .,
• Q
fi
d olf and burned in ctober, 1942 F
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This _plot w~ CJl;s aru was then dominated b y fyn·bos·rorn
available informaoon macchi2 vegetation.
Since this plot atid
helichrysum- a ryp1ca I
d d I r
d
Was
.
. h s been protecte an e,t ungrazc , and the ,
1
burned m 194111 a
d h J
,o.
lowing is a summary of a rcpart date St anuary, 1948, by Forester
Harry Hunter :First ycu :

Second year :

.
Fynbos and vori~us gr.,sscs showed up shghtly but there was
very little vcgcuuon.
Gruscs began to cover the whole aro and the fynbos wu "'t>-

ptcaed.
Third year :

Founh year :

The pl01 was well grassed. the fynbos SC2ttercd but coming
through and u inches to 18 inches high.
Restored to very .. cdlent gruing ; sottcred fynbos 2 feet cc
J feet high.
.

The resultS of a botanical analysis (April, 1950) are as follows:Basal cover, 1 3.7 per centSpecies : Themeda triandra ..
approx.
)8%
Elyo111m11 argp1lt11s
16%
Trislachya hi1pida
8%
Harpechloa Jalx
6%
Pa11i,11m uk/onii ..
4%
2%
Ari1tida galpinii ..

Non-GramineaeScdge species

Heli,h,yr11m argyropf?yl/11n1
Heli,hryr11m a1anden1 . .
Stobaea ari1lo1a

,,

1111

4%

an/;!:'v?~

GIZllgt

z%
,.

1%
1%

. !he pioneer grasscs-Eragrostis and Sporobolus-',lr~ absent and
Arisuda appears to be diminishing steadily. The percentage of
Thcmeda is nearly four times greater than that of its nearest competitor (Elyo~11r11s argentm). This plot, which is to remain ungra.z~d,
should provide valuable comparative data in a few years' time w!th
the mo~e recently burned plots· of the same type at Hogsback which
arc sub1ected to gr ·
dilf
.
.
aung at
erent intensity levels.
Throughout the
d
..
· area un er rcvegctation at Hogsback therc arc
scvcraI sponges " hi h
ver
th
h
.
w c had been denuded of their grass co .
roug excessive overg ·
rs Ill
the district these "s
ra~g. According to reliable observe t}ljt
it was not Possible pongcs 10 years ago were so wet and so_ft of
to traverse them on horsclnck. At the tllnc
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eradicating the H elichr~·sum Oulr-Au
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of any moisture in the SPongcs·
there were no signs
over them, and . streams which would no;mall cks could be dnven
sources have dned up.
Y be fed from these
With a view to obtaining informau·on
th
on e effect of
·
on the wate r-table, apparatus has been install d
~evcgctauon
These points were selected by Dr. Mountain Pe :t vanofus points.
·
· C LI
, ro,essor o Geology
Rhodes. Uruvers1ty o ege, on
. 29th November, 1949. O n l hat date'
the ad1acc~t sponge ':as qu1te dry and there was no water in the
stream which w~ obv1~usly fed from this source in the past. Indeed,
accordlrlg to reliable evidence this particu lar stream had been dry for
several years. On 9th December, 1949,-ten days after the watertable points had been selected-the apparatus was installed. On
this date it was not possible to walk through the sponge area without
getting very wet feet unless protected by gum-boots and waret was
flowing in the formerly dried-up stream. This stream has not since
then cuscd to Bow. The rainfall for ovembcr, 1949, was 4.6o inches,
for November, 1948, 1947 and 1946, it was 7.11 inches, 6.07 inches
and 6.21 inches respectiV1!ly. but there i~ no record th•t the stream
started flowing in any of these years. If it did, the flow must have
ceased very quickly, as all observers agree that the stream had been
dry for years previous to November, 1949.
A gauge was installed in the stream by the lrrigation Department
and the flow of water measured weekly is as follows :-

Reading

Date
14 December,
11
18
2 January,

.

lI

18
25

9
15

1950

.41

·F

.20
.41
.44

.33

..
February

·F
.27
.24

·H

..

22
1 March
9
16

1949

.3 S
.p

.p
.36

C111u
.28

. Is
.os
.28
.33
.16

.Is
.JO

.07
. 22

.19
.48
.14
.20

"
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Date
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29
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5 April
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19
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"
",,
"

z6 ,,
3 May
,,
I I

",,

17
25
31

,,

II

"

,,
,,
7 June
14 ,,
2I

12

26

"
2 August
,,
9

16

,,

23

,,

30
"
6 September
13

"
"

20

27
"
4 October
II

18
25

"
"

"
November

"

2

"

"

13

"

.o~
.11

.19
.75
. 60
.40

.07

,05
•oi

.25

.08
,08

..

..

..
..

..

..

..
June . . ..
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,35
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1934

2.10
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3.00
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5.93
5.IO

-

4.61

2.92

-

2.66

·94

1.86

1.38
2.78
.40
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1.32
1.12
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.13
1.44
1.41

3.75
.09
I. IO

I.79
6.30

1.73
2.27
5.06

4.05
2.46
7· 2 3

7·7 2

TOTALS .. . 61.49

55.61

I41.05

1

4.18
6.3j

6.21
4.63 6.04
4.47
5.82 4.6
4.97
H4 9.53
7.88
1.16
1.15
,po
8.39
1.03
1.78
.29
·5 5
.IO
2·35 1.23
1.82
.45
·34
1.96
3.62 4.94
3-28
3-5 1 8.12
6.20 10.83
7.04
2.40 10.72
5-45

1938

1939

6.l7

7-46
10.70
8.18
1.65
1.43
.16

- -- 3.68
3-78
3-39
1.50

2.61
.76
2.87
2.89
9.17
7.52

3.52
2.25
6.68
6.83
4.30
4.40

50.07

57.56

H3

---,------3.53

3.33

33.85

34.54 F-74

49-46

50.30

Average for 10-year period 1930-19;9 equals 48.66 inches.
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8
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.71

• 2. l
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-
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-

.04
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'fhe following tables give the annual rainfall
ilt Hogsback in
inches, for the years i93o-1949 : -

,IO

.28

.

SOURCES

RAINFALL

.1 6

.20

.23

"
"
"
"

22

8

,II

.z,

"
.,",

"
"
"
"

1

.28

.l

"
"
"
",,

"

.16

.22

"
"
.,,"

",,

.17

· 33
·33

·33
.29
. 24

"
"

28 "
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19

Flood over

"
"
"

,,

CMJe(

.34

.27

II

11

Gauge Reading
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l......i'......

..

..

1940-1949

-1940

i 1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

4.93
2.88

7.68
10.53

8.3 j
6.12

4.45
3· 2 3

4.93
z.88

7.77
5.9S

3.26
1.8 I

1.53
3.85
0.64

4-95
4 .83

2.91

3-26

5-39
u6

2.53
0.49
.25
1,65
4· 19

.So
.80

pS
7.19
6.44
2.35
4.37
3,44
1.37
.43
3.59
4.83
.93
1.38

7.43
1,88
6.19
2.83
1.31
3-58
3.81
.42
5.o9
3-30
6.07
2.65

.31
z.p
3.5 5
7.11
3.10

.3 8
1.62
3-42
1.73
4.60
4.04

43.37

45-36

31.33

3.o9

I.7S

-

.91

5.39
1.66
3_.67

-19.~ S

1948

1949

5.88

3.68
4.25
2.61
2.99

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4-7 2
2.ot

3.60

I.47
3.60
4-96
7.68

I

3,I 3
.48
4.78

3.18
3.49
I 1.36

1.81
3.09
I.7l

-

.91

5-39
1.66
3.66

1.1

I.47
1.3 5
1,42
6.26
6.11
3.85

41.661;.;
4.69
4.63

5.54

7.74

s

1.06

44.08

5,28
5.85
8.64
.56
1.15

I.bl

-

I.SI

- -

51.5~4

equals 41 . 12 inches,
I
1940-1949
period
equa s 44.89 inches.
Average for
9
1930-194
Average for 2 o-year period
I o-year
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VEGETATION AT IUVER SOURCES

D1scuss10N

OF RESULTS

ro DATE QAi-.'t:ARY, '9lI)

The two primary objectives of the investigation- ~he restoration
of denuded vegetation on a watershed and the stopping of surface
run-off of water-have been attained.

It is clear beyond all doubt_ that excessive overgrazing and
trampling and indiscriminate burrung_ on the_ Amatoles have led to
the destruction of the grass sward which donunated the area 50 Years
ago, and invasion of inedible helichrysum and fynbos on a large scale
has taken place. It is equally clear from the work of Schonland 1
now repeated and confirmed ?n a ~uch larger s~le at Hogsback,
that helichrysum can be eradicated ill a comparauvely short time
and that a more efficient water-holding grass type of vegetation can
be re-established.
During the early stages of re-establishment after eradicatio; of
helichrysum, the restored grass sward is very vulnerable and could
easily be destroyed again by overgrazing. The area under investigation
has been lightly grazed once during the autumn of 1950. This was
arranged to allow the grasses to seed and for the seed to be trodden
into the ground by the grazing animals. The improvement in density
of the sward was very marked and the whole area is being rested to
seed again before grazing. There is another important reason for
this system of management. Theron t has shown that losses of moisture
through transpiration are much higher from you ng growing plants
than from mature vegetation, and therefore if herbage is left ungrazed
until it is mature at the end of the growing season the transpiration
.
losses are diminshed.
But at this stage of the investigation our main objective is to
reduce and,. if possible, stop losses of water through surface run-<>ff
by the erad1cat1on of undesirable and ineffective vegetation and. the
re-establishment of a more efficient grass sward. Investigation into
transpiration losses may become necessary as soon as sufficient data
arc avail~ble on _the management of the re-established grass sward
to fulfil its funcnon of stopping all surface run-off of water.
. There are strong indications that fertilisers and particul;rly
rutrogcn, may be used with great effect to accelerate the re-establishrnent·
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of denuded _vegetanon. On the small unfenced fe ..
basal cover increased by over 40 per cent .•L:- . rtiliscd plot the
SIX months of the
· ·
applicauon
o f t he c,em·Iiscr and there was WJuun
· niJi
.
·
· (Th
a s,g cant mcrcase of
the do1JUJ1ant speoes
emeda). There is no doubt that .
I
·
.
.
rutrogcn
could ~ ay an important pan Ill the rapid restoration of denuded
vegetanon on ~ln:rable areas of a watershed and thus make an
important contnbutton to the conservation of water. New plocs
fenced and controlled, have been laid out to test the effects of lime'
phosphate and varying qu:intities of nitrogen.
'
But perhaps the most s1gruficant feature of all in this investigation
is the fact that after restoration of the vegetation water began to flow
again in a stream which had ~en dry for s~me years. 1?-is took place
within six months from the umc of burrung off the helichrysum fol.
lowed by complete protection of the area.
Of this particular stream no one can say for certain when it dried
up although several people who know the area well arc emphatic
that it had been dry for a number of ycus. · The average annual
rainfall of the area for the ten years 1940-49 is 41 inches and during
that period it only fell below 30 inches in two years, 194l (19_.34
inches) and 19 40 (19.31 inches). In 1949 when the water bcgo.n AoWU1g
again the rainfall ( 3 1. 33 inches) was the third Jqa,n/ of _that ten-year
eriod and r4 inchu Jus lhan d11ring 1948. It cannot be said, th_crefore,
P
· t he stream coincidcd wtth an. increase
that the re-appearance of water in
in rainfall since this was significantly less than for the previous_
•
.
cl d th t the water now. flowing 10 e
It thus seems logical to con u e a
illi0 n gallons within 11
stream (which reached a total of ovc~ 46 m hich fonnerly can off
.
h its equiva1cnt-w
.
ulficicnt vegetation to hold 1t
months) 1s the water-or rat er
the surface because there was not s
and regulate its movement.
th January 1950) :Profess~r Monica Wilson states (30 obins<>n'• Falls (below Robint<>n's
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. m· VeS11·gau·on has alread1·· shown that
serious losses of ...
ThIS
.
water
and soil carried away in the water, are taking p lac: over large area;
of denuded vegetation thr~ugh ~urface run -off. fhe conservation
of water begins by prevenung_ ram from . running off the surface of
the land where it falls. This 1s mo~t easil~·. most economically and
most effectively achieved by vegelftatlO~ ~ro~r"" CJ~ntrolled. Losses
of water through surface run-o -an rnc1 enta 1· t he amount of
soil carried away in the water-depend on the nature of the rainfall
slope of the land and density of the vegetation.
'
Since the watersheds of_ the countr~ are the reg ions of highest
rainfall and steepest slopes it becomes 1mperat1ve to restore where
denuded, and preserve afterwards a sufficiently dense type of vegetation to prevent the rainwater from pouring in torrents down the
slopes, eroding lower-lying land and carrying away valuable top-soil
to the rivers and the sea. Over vast areas of the watersheds of the
country the vegetation has been severely damaged through gross
mismanagement over a long period, and irreparable losses of soil
and water as a consequence are now causing grave concern to those
who have the welfare of the country at heart and who fear continued
neglect of these vital and vulnerable areas.
The need for further and continuous study of watershed problems
is urgent. It has been almost completely neglected in the past, and
information essential for the effective control of -these vital areas is
sadly _!~eking... We do not know nearly enough about the relative
su1tab1lity _o f different types of vegetation at varying altitudes or the
effect of different soil conditions. However effective a well-managed
grass _sward may be in preventing surface run-off of water and erosion
of soil'. there ar~ many areas of the watersheds too steep for grazin!
and without arumals or fire or both, reversion to natural forest JS
probable and may be highly beneficial.
.
The following observations on reversion of grassland to forest
m the Hogsback area by Professor Monica Wilson (23rd January,
195 1) are of special interest :.

O
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The yellow-wood a~pears most quickly in deep black soil on tbc Crin cs of cxistin
indigenous forcsr, but JI 1s not confined to these areas. Seedling
g .
g
s appear a mile or more
from the nearest ycUow-wood tree, and on relatively dry, red soil. As you know of
course, yellow-wood docs not. flourish without shade, and three of the commo~c.t
ind!genous covers for the seedlings are bramble, Ha/1,ria ,llipti,a and Buddlcja.
This self-seeding of_yeUow-wood is obvious not only on "Huntcrs,oun," but through
the Government plantations, far up the western slopes of Hogsback Mountain," and
north-west at least as far as Innisfrce. In the plantations most of the young yellow-woods
coming on are destroyed when the pines arc felled. A,, their me of growth is so much
slower than that of pines, and they only Start after the pines give them shade, they rarely
have a chance to g row into sizable trees, and no regard is paid to saplings when plantations arc felled.
T he p rocess of reversion to indigenous forest is slow. Tbc yellow-woods do not
seem to appear unt il th ere has been shade for a good many years, and if the ground is
disturbed they do not come at all. Our maximum rare of growth on "Huntentoun"
for self-sown yellow-wood is approximately twenty feet in thirty-five ycan protccuon.
Reversion to forest rums on protection from fire, no heavy stocking and, I think, no
felling-certainly no systematic clearing-of the trees which have afforded cover. If
Iarge t rees are felled and logs pulled out th c young Yellow-woods arc mosdy destroyed,
ti
'all th emsclves wi·,bout. men
beasts tramp ng,.
b ut .1£ the cover trees are left to decay and 1:
·· and "H
the place the yellow-woods survive. This also has been evident_ on
untcrs':".
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•
·
t
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as a '117hol c to protect Steep slopes On watCIS
forest. During dry weather the earth 10 ,n
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tablishmcnt of forest, which
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take and wh>t arc the
There are a number of prob e
long docs the process
cstions based on
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0
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Piecemeal observations. To what utu
ago that i t should be allowed to do.
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Mountains, and is the Hmit tully alcirudc or type of s.oil ? . It i.s Oour~shing u~ tu ,,000
fc« on the Hogsbacck but J h•ve seen it up t~ 8,"°"'. fw tn Tanganyika. _w,11 yellowwood come under dense Cllffonia or not ? Would 1t be possible to csrablosb 1t on the
eastern ,lopes of the Hogsback too steep for gruing, either by pbnting seed, onder
Oiffortia, or by sowing H21lcria and laoer yellow-wood _? Incodcntally, the comnion
jdca that it is jmpossiblc ro. transplant ydlo\l,..wood s c:cdliogs ts dc.monsuab)y false.
Since ycllnw-w(X>d is much longer Uvcd than pine or bJackwattlc, 2nd ydlnwwood seedling$ come up in dmsc shade .whc.rcas pine and blackwattle seedlings do not,
the presumption is that, _given time, yellow-wood will oust the pine and waulc, but this
has yc1 10 be proved by a Jong-teem cxpcr.imcm. The lugcst relJow·· uToods. to h:wc come
up under wattle- on .. Huntcrstoun" arc onl)• ten to twenty feet high, and wattle i$ still
coming up round them. In • rcport by E. A. Schelpe of the Oxford University Exrcdirion
ro Kcn)·a. which 2ppearcd ln the TIH Lhttnu for January 19th, 19jo, it i$ $.UtcJ th:it ...
·' Fire devastates large al"Ca$ on MouOt Kenya from time to time ... ·rhe dcv~catcd area
is first colonised by hc.athers which grow up to a height of six feet. On rhe floor cf this
scrub the young cedars dCvelop 2nd give .rise to a pure -stand of cedar saplings. ·These
saplings c-..ut a dense shade below thc.m which sh.3dcs out the hc.athcrs beneath,"

Since the seedlings of the c.cdar arc light-demanding no funhcr development of
.,.·cry young cedarS OCCU1$ lxne:uh the older $apli-ngs. However, ydlow~wood seedlings
require deep shade fot their early development. as 1 rncntioncd above. Con$cqucntly
a mixed foccst of ccda.c and yellow-wood trees develops. Dense. shade is still being cast
on the ground at thi.., sugc. and. lUthough mo re yellow-wood seedlings continue to
d.cvclop in e2.ch succ:essivc year, cccb..r sccdli.ogs a.re unable to do so. So it is only a tt'tlller
o( time before the old cedar trees die out, leaving an almost pure yello w-wood forcs.t."

I think that the s:a;me process is going on on the Hogsback with exotic pines and
blackwattlc (as well as many indig~nous trees) in place of the }.flao}C- ccdic, but cx-ac.t
:ind long•term observation will be nccessaty to demonscntc this.
From such evidence 115 we h,.vc, hou•cvcr, T suggest that the rc.esca.blishme.at or
indigcnOU$ forest on gt:1SSland, and proM.bly even on w.iulo-ddden bind, j5 pnic:iablc
on the Hogsb-ack, and that the advantages of inducing such forest nn the su~cpcst moun·
tain slope:$ be cons-idcrcd seriously.
·

I sh>II be gbd to show the SC<ptical the yeUow-woods g ,o,.ing under bbck•wattle
2nd pine at my time when I am on the Hogiback.

Although much more research work is necessary before the
vegetation of the watersheds can be restored and maintained at their
most effective levels to conserve water and soil, there are sufficient
data available from '' H ogsback" to begin restorative operation on
the vulnerable and vital areas on a big scale. We know that complete
control of the movements of grazing animals is essential-their retention on an area when defoliation is beneficial and their exclusion
when grazing or trampling would be detrimental to the vegetation.
~mce there _are only_ three methods of controlling movements
of arumals-fencmg, herding and. tethering-and the latter is imprac-
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'roble on watersheds, the choice lies L _
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f h
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JllllDY. ~un rfe } o_
es w_ial h~ve to be fenced and for this vas~
quantmes o ,enCl.Jlg maten will be required.
Much more information, essential for the effectiv control of
the watersheds once the initial stages of vegetation res~oration and
animal contro l b~ve · bee°: reached, is still required. Although we
know that the maior function of a watershed vegetation is to conserve
water and secure the soil against erosion we do not know the most
suitable types for different watersheds or different areas of the same
watershed. One can visualis·e conditions where it would be a losing
battle to fight for the maintenance of a grass type of vegetation where
th.c climax was clearly forest.
We do not know how a watersl}ed vegetation should be managed
to maintain it at its peak for the conservation of soil and water, nor
do we know how " sponges " or seepage areas should be managed.
The essential data are not yet available because there has not yet
been sufficient woi:k done ~n watershed problems 10 provide the
information. Has. anyone ever known of a "sponge" being grazed
or trampled out before the adjoining vegetation had he~n ~esuoyed
• or at least severely denuded ? My own obscrvauons tndicatc that
the destniction of a " sponge " does 1101 precede but follow 1 the destruction of the vegetation of which it forms a part ru1d I have no~yet
found any d enuded trodden out "sponges" on the ~matoles w ere
. · ,_
·s in good cond,uon.
the ad .Jouung
and related vegetation
,, be
d in a watershed gr:ass
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This investigation, incompl~ce as. it is, q~ite clearly points the
war towards 3 si mple and rclauvdy lllexpcnstve method of halti
the· losses of water and soil on a watershed ~nd it may help to clar~~
a certain cr,nfusion of thought on the subJect at the present tim ·
Since the denudation .has been ca~sed by excessive O\'ergr~zing throug~
!Jlck of control of arumals often m excess of the vcgctauon to sustain
them, some prominence has been given to the view that all farmers
European and Native, and all livestock should be removed from th~
watersheds and chat these regions should become uns tacked National
Reserves.
This is analogous to suggesting that the remedr for soi l erosion
is co stop all /11rt11ing.
It is significant that while this explorato ry investigation has
resulted in reclamation of a large area to the extent of res toring denuded
vegetation and conserving water which formerly vanished in su rface
run-off, it has been carried out without any disnubancc of people or
livestock. The grazing rights of the Natives concerned have been
respected but strict control has been imposed by the Native Commissioner of the district (Alice), Mr. T. C. Cordingley, in the administration of these rights. Grazing rights have been interpreted as rig hts
to graze when such grazing would nor impair the vegetation or
endanger wa1er supplies. This strict administrative control has resulted
in the Natives concerned having more and better grazing from the area
than they ever had before. There was no culling of stock.
lt is not suggested, of course, that all the watersheds of 1he
country could be rehabilitated without any disturbance of people
or reduction of livestock. But the Hogsback investigation is suggcs·
cive of possibilities which a re well worth exploring. The cause of
veld denudation is commonly assumed to be due to overstocking
but no one knows the relative contributions to this through excessive
numbers of stock o r failure to exercise proper control ove r the movements of the animals. There are no data available at different levels
of stocking under controlled movement of the animals so far as the
Na~ve Reserv~ arc concerned. But it does not require much ima~inauon to rea~~ that vegetation on one area may be maintained in
excellent condiaon by proper !=Ontro) of animals whereas on another
equal.area at the same rate of stocking the vegetation l'tlJlY be denuded
() r ~med through lack of animal control.
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Iring veld can maintain the stock wichout reducing the numbers until
r~covery of the watershed vegetation. In the Hogsback investigation
it was possible to do so.
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The preservation and maintenance of the vcget2tion on a watershed to perform its function of holding the soil and 1he water is no
more than an obligation on rhc part of those who are privileged to
utilise these rugh rainfall and potentially productive regions. This
is no more than compliance with the simple laws of good hus~dry,
and any legislatio n necessary for its enforcement would be Lrksome
only to those who cannot or will not exercise proper control of the
movements of their g razing animals.
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Invasion of Helichrysum on Amatole Mountains. Left of fence, untreated.
fence, after burning.

Right c

.

Another view of the restored grass sward in foreground with untre1ted Helicbrysurr
area beyond fence.
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.Measuring the flow of water from restored "sponge" into stream.

Weir on KciskRmma River to measure stream flow (side: vicwl.
R•

R~ppearance of water in formerly denuded " sponge " after restoration of the vegetation.
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